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Abstract
This report covers conceptual engineering studies and design of machinery for transporting
canisters containing spent fuel elements, high-level waste, and cladding.waste, and emplacing and
retrieving them from long
to 600 ft), horizontal boreholes in the tuff formations of Yucca
Mountain, Nevada. IncludeJlimnwt e isussion are cask concepts, two waste transporter designs,
two emplacement mechanism designs, normal and adverse retrieval, overall scenarios for transporting, emplacing, and retrieving was
and safety and cost analyses. Also presented is the
rationale used in all the decisions that were made.
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Conceptual Engineering Studies and Design for
Three Different Machines for Nuclear Waste
Transporting, Emplacement, and Retrieval
1. Introduction
The Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigation
Project (NNWSI), managed by the Nevada Operations Office of the US Department of Energy (DOE),
is examining the feasibility of siting a repository for
high-level nuclear waste at Yucca Mountain on, and
adjacent to, the Nevada Test Site. This work was
funded by the NNWSI project through Sandia
National Laboratories (SNL).
A major area of study in developing the repository
is the method for emplacing high-level waste packages. Two emplacement methods are being considered. In one method, waste canisters would be placed
in vertical boreholes along the floor of the drift; in the
second method, waste canisters would be placed in
blind, horizontal boreholes on both sides of the drift.
The work described in this report represents part
of the conceptual design effort for horizontal emplacement of waste canisters in the repository. The report
describes operational scenarios, conceptual designs,
and the rationale behind all decisions for each of the
three major elements of the horizontal emplacement

method. These elements are waste transport, waste
emplacement, and waste retrieval.
The data developed in these studies contribute to
the evaluation of the feasibility of emplacing and
retrieving remote-handled waste from long, horizontal
boreholes in the walls of emplacement drifts.
In this report, the problems associated with the
horizontal emplacement method are set forth in Section 2. Conclusions and a summary of costs are presented in Section 3. Section 4 provides general background information. Sections 5 and 6 and the
Appendix provide detailed descriptions of design concepts for the waste transporter and specifications for
emplacement of the waste in boreholes. In Section 7,
waste transport and emplacement methods are described. Retrieval operations under normal and adverse conditions are discussed in Section 8. Safety
factors are considered in Section 9. Section 10 provides a detailed discussion of the costs summarized in
Section 3.
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2. Objectives
The principal objectives of this study were to
develop conceptual designs for the underground
transport, emplacement, and retrieval of highly radioactive nuclear waste. The designs should be as simple
as possible and should be based on existing mine
operational and safety criteria.
The criteria established for the equipment development study are listed below:
* The stratum in which the waste canisters will be
placed dips - 10%
" toward the east and is essentially horizontal in the north-south (N-S) direction. The drifts will be limited to a 20-ft width
and will have a minimum
t will accommodate the underground equipment.
* The emplacement holes will be blind boreholes
-600 ft long, spaced at - 100 ft center to center.
* The designs will provide for the following waste
forms: spent fuel, commercial and defense highlevel waste, and cladding waste. All canister
dimensions, weights, and radiation levels were
specified by SNL.

2.1 Waste Transporter
The objective of the conceptual design of the
waste transporter is to design a machine to transport
nuclear waste from either a surface or an underground
hot cell to an emplacement hole as efficiently and as
safely as possible.
The criteria for the conceptual design of the transporter are as follows:
* The transporter should be capable of a routine
grade climb of 10%(, at 15 mph, loaded, and a
possible periodic climb of 15%'. at 10 mph.
* The transporter must be equipped with a failsafe braking system capable of a full stop from
15 mph within 100 ft on a 10o grade, traveling
either forward or backward.
* The maximum height of the equipment should
be <8 ft and have a turning radius of <25 ft.
* The transporter should be capable of being lowered through a shaft 18 ft in dia, either intact or
in major components.
The conceptual design study of the waste transporter investigated rail-mounted equipment, rubbertired equipment, and a combination rail/rubber-tired

transporter. The study also investigated individual
transporters and emplacement equipment, and a combination transporter/emplacer.

2.2 Waste Emplacement
The objective of this task was the conceptual
design of a machine for the emplacement of radioactive waste canisters.
The major functions of the machine are to
* receive the transporter, effect a radiation-tight
coupling, and transfer a waste canister from the
transporter cask to the emplacement cask;
* rotate and position the emplacement cask for
transfer of the waste canister into the borehole;
* open the shield door on the borehole, insert the
waste canister, and move it a distance of up to
600 ft into a horizontal borehole; and
* retract and close the shield door of the borehole.
Borehole Parameters
The proposed specifications for the borehole are
* radial clearance of 3 in. for the waste canister;
* borehole deviation ot no more than 6 in./100 ft.
with an accumulated deviation of no more than
12 in.;
* surface smoothness that will allow discontinuities of no more than 1/8-in. offset; and
* ambient surface temperatures of no more than
50 0 C.
Performance Specifications
* The dose received from the surface of the emplacement cask is to be <200 mrem/h.
* The surface temperature of the emplacement
cask is to be <430 C (the canister will emit no
more than 2.5 kW of heat).

* The maximum height of machinei: -be <10 ft.
* The maximum width is to b
20 ft.
* The machine must be capable of being disassembled, moved to the next hole, and reassembled in
1
a reasonable period of time. \.4J yv'q God
The following aspects of the emplacement task
were addressed in more detail during the waste package emplacement study:
* the design of radiation-tight coupling between
the transporter and the emplacer;
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• the 'transporter mechanism by which the
canister will be transferred from the transporter
cask to the emplacement hole after the cask lid
and the hole door have been moved out of the
way; and
v translation of the canister down the hole for
permanent emplacement.

2.3 Waste Retrieval
'The objective of this task was to develop the basic
concept of a machine to recover a waste canister from
a 600-ft-long horizontal borehole.
Two cases of retrieval were considered:
e The annular space between the canister and the
borehole is left unfilled.
* The annular space between the canister and the
borehole is filled with a grout.
The study assumed the following parameters for
the underground environment during retrieval:'

* drift temperature of up to 800 C at the rock
surface,
* air temperature of up to 401C, and
* hole temperature of up to 250'C at the rock
surface.
Another objective of this study was to perform the
conceptual design of a cask in which to receive a
canister of radioactive waste retrieved from a horizontal borehole and transport it to an unloading area.
The specifications of the transporter that will
transfer the retrieved waste cask to the unloading
area are
* the total weight of the retrieved canister and
- 6vercore material is 16,000 lb,
, * the canister surface temperature is -200'C,
* the maximum canister dia is 30 in.,
the maximum core plug dia is 34 in.,
the length of the core plug is 15 ft. and
* the entrance to the borehole must be shielded
from radiation.

J\
'~V.

r)

'I>h
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3. Conclusions, Operations, and Summary of Costs
The results of this study demonstrate that the
emplacement of high-level waste in long, horizontal
boreholes is feasible. All three major tasks of the
program resulted i the conceptual design of equipment that is simple, safe, and reliable
I-

~

3.1 Waste Transporter
From the investigation of rail, rubber-tired, and
rail/rubber-tired waste transporters, we felt that a
rubber-tired vehicle will perform most efficiently. Although this study did not investigate all possible
combinations of rubber-tired equipment, the waste
transporter shown in Figure 3-1 is considered a prime
candidate for an underground waste transporter.

Figure 3-1. Eight-Tired, Skid-Steer Waste Transporter
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The proposed design has exceptional maneuverability (it can be turned about a point) and is based on
a commercially available undercarriage. The 9-ft-wide
cab can accommodate two drivers and has dual controls and communications equipment. Additional
shielding built into the cab frame reduces the total
radiation exposure to very low levels. The same undercarriage can be used for transporting casks for all
three types of waste.

3.2 Waste Emplacement
The problem addressed in this task is the emplacement of the waste canisters in 600-ft-long horizontal boreholes. An analysis of the transporteremplacer interface revealed that three elements are
needed: a door for the emplacement hole, an emplacer
shield with a movable door, and a transfer cask lid. All
three components are necessary to reduce the radiation dose to 50 mrem/h. A brief review of various door
designs (simple and split sliding, plug, shutter, and
ball valve) revealed that a sliding door is the simplest
choice for the emplacement hole and that a plug is the
simplest lid for the cask. The main problem was to
design a system that will reduce radiation to levels
low enough so that the movement of workeirs is unrestricted during the entire emplacement cycle. The
shielding chosen for achieving this level of safety is a
labyrinth joint at the interface between the cask and
the main shield (Figure 3-2).
Transferring the canister from the transporter
cask to the emplacement hole is simple and consists of
three steps:
* Cask positioning-The transporter cask and the
emplacement shield are aligned. In the case of
the eight-wheeled, skid-steer vehicle, the alignment is accomplished by a special docking/
alignment platform, which is essentially a passive guidance system.
. Cask lid removal-The cask plug lid is removed
from the cask and placed on the door of the
borehole.
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* Lifting of both doors-Power screws raise both
doors, clearing the way for canister emplacement.
The second part of this task was to design a
mechanism that would emplace the canister in a 600ft-long borehole. The decision-making process for selecting an emplacement option was lengthy and detailed, but the following conclusions were reached:
* The canister must be supported during the
emplacement.
* The canister support will consist of series of
rollers mounted over the entire length of the
conveyor.
* The emplacement hole will have a specially
shaped concrete lining that will include a keyway-shaped invert for the emplacement conveyor and two flats on which the canister will
rest after emplacement.
* All emplacement mechanisms will be removable.
* The canisters will be emplaced individually: e.g.,
the first canister will be delivered and emplaced
at the end of a blind borehole, the second canister will be delivered and emplaced behind the
first, etc.
* The entire conveyor will be removed after
all canister and entrance plugs have been
emplaced.
The chosen emplacement conveyor (Figure 3-3)
comprises 40 identical sections. Each section contains
a welded frame and supporting rollers controlled by a
lever and an angle gearbox with a drive sprocket on
the output shaft. The canister pusher engages sequentially with each section's gearbox drive sprocket. All
gearboxes are driven from the main drive at the entrance of the hole. When the canister reaches its final
distination, it activates a lever-trigger which moves an
over-center linkage, thereby causing the rollers that
support the canister to collapse. Having lost its support, the canister settles on the emplacement hole
flats. The process is repeated until the last canister
and entrance plug have been emplaced.

f

Figure 3-2. Cask-Emplacer Interface
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DISCONNECTS
HOE LINING

PUSHERSLIDE-

Figure 3-3. Emplacement Conveyor With Canister Pusher

3.3 Waste Retrieval
During normal retrieval (the retrieval case in
which canisters have not been grouted and the hole is
intact), the same door arrangement and waste transporter used during emplacement can be used because
the entire normal retrieval cycle is the reverse of the
emplacement cycle. However, the in-hole conveyor
will need to be modified.
A special procedure was devised for adverse retrieval (the retrieval case in which the spaces between
the canisters and the borehole have been grouted or in
which a breach has occurred) which is based on the use
of a proposed horizontal overcoring machine. Long,
large-diameter overcoring is a slow, costly, and cumbersome process, but this procedure is definitely feasible and necessary in case the waste must be retrieved

\2\Jb~

in this procedure.

3.4 Operation of Transporter
In this proposed scenario, a single transporter
performs the following functions:
The transporter carries a shielded cask containing a waste canister. The cask provides all the
shielding and support systems necessary to
move a canister safely or to store it temporarily.

16

* The vehicle mates with the hot-cell door to
receive the canister.
. The vehicle transports the canister in its cask
from the hot cell to the emplacement hole door.
* The vehicle acts as an emplacer by docking with
the emplacement hole door and inserting the
canister into the hole.
After the canister has been loaded into the cask at
the hot cell, the transporter travels to the emplacement hole. In the process, the transporter will
* travel up the inclined main entry (up to 2000 ft)
at 6 to 8 mph until it reaches the emplacement
drift;
* make a 900 turn into the emplacement drift;
* travel down the emplacement drift until it
reaches the emplacement hole alcove;
* drive forward and make a 90° turn into an
alcove opposite the emplacement hole; and
* without turning, back straight across the room
into the designated alcove until the cask has
mated with the door and then prepare for canister transfer.
From this point, the cask and the door arrangement are operated as follows:

* The cask lid and the hole door are removed to
clear the way for the canister.
* The canister is transferred from the cask onto
the in-hole conveyor.
* The cask lid and the hole doors are returned to
their original positions.
* The transporter is undocked and headed for the
hot cell to pick up the next canister.
* The emplacement conveyor delivers the canister
to its final destination within the borehole.

3.5 Cost Summary
Initial investment for the proposed equipment is
relatively low, comprising only 6.26% of total
expenses (Table 3-1).

Table 3-1. Summary of Costs: Waste Transporter, Door
Arrangement, and In-Hole Hardware
(20-Year Period, 50,000 Operating Hours)
Constant 1983 Dollars

Expenditure
Items
Initial (capital
equipment)
Labor (operation,
setup, and teardown
at $57/hr)
Maintenance
(including labor)
Total

Costs
($)
1,340,000

Costs Per
Operating Hour
($/hr)
26.80

Percentage
of Total
Costs
( 0)
6.26

17,875,200

357.50

83.46

2,202,256

44.04

10.28

21,417,456

428.34

100.00
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4. Fundamental Background Information
Early in the program, several issues were identified that are of critical importance to the conceptual
mechanical design of the nuclear waste transporter,
emplacer, and retriever. Each of these issues will be
discussed in the following sections.
The discussion of the underground mine plan will
address the general arrangement of the underground
repository, the geology of the formation, the sizes of
the drifts, etc. This information is vital in the consideration of various waste transport schemes as well as
the decision on open versus blind emplacement holes.
Next, the issue of waste canister geometry will be
addressed. There are several types of nuclear waste to
be disposed of, most of them in large quantities. Each
form of nuclear waste has its own radiation and thermal properties that dictate the nature of the waste
canisters both in geometry and in shielding required.
Each canister, in turn, dictates the design of the casks,
not only in terms of size and weight, but also in terms
of the required shielding. The cask definition is the
baseline for the waste transporter size and design.
As the program progressed and more information
became available, the original Statement of Work was
augmented and modified. The resulting set of supplementary ground rules is included in subsection 4.2.
Specifically, this review of the program basics will
include the following areas:
*
*
*
*
*

Mine plan
Study ground rules
Emplacement hole arrangements
Canister information
Preliminary cask sizes and weights

4.1 Mine Plan
If a repository were constructed at Yucca Mountain, the nuclear waste would be delivered by rail
and/or truck to the surface plant where it would be
processed and conditioned for final emplacement.
Detailed mine plans have yet to be generated but
it is likely that access to the mine will be either bv
verticai shafts or by sloped access drifts.
In the case oTvleurticalshatts, the cansers have to
be lowered into an underground hot cell where they
will be temporarily stored for subsequent pickup by
the transporter. If a slope were the principal means of
access, then the surface plant could also act as the hot
cell from which the canisters are directly transferred
to the transporter.
Figure 4-1 illustrates a possible layout of the
underground repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada.

As can be seen, the main entries, as well as the
crosscuts, dip at angles ranging from 5 ', to 10%^e, this
being the anticipated dip of the strata in which these
entries are driven. The N-S entries are driven horizontally, along the strike of the eastward-dipping main
strata. This layout places some restrictions on the
method of locomotion of the waste transporter because there are several transport modes that cannot
negotiate inclines of 5%. to 10%o.

4.2 Study Ground Rules
For purposes of all subsequent discussion, we have
assumed the following ground rules:
* All waste canister characteristics can be taken
from O'Brien.' Furthermore, our study is
limited to transporting emplacement and retrieval of the following types of waste:
-

Boiling Water Reactor
Pressurized Water Reactor
Commercial High-Level Waste (reprocessed)
Defense High-Level Waste
Cladding Waste

. We have considered only blind holes for canister
emplacement, because of the resultant simplification of the mining plan discussed in subsection 4.3.
* Responsibility for canister design rests with
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory which, at this
time, has not yet finalized this issue. However,
we are assuming that no external additions to
the canisters, such as pads, legs, brackets, welding seams, etc.. will be allowed.
* The emplacement holes will have concrete
linings.
. All emplacement hardware must be removed
from the hole after the canisters are emplaced.
* Radiation and temperature levels at retrieval
time do not allow manual handling of canisters.
* Round blocks or dummy canisters can be used to
create and fill a buffer zone between the emplaced canisters and the drifts.
. The requirement for a 15-mph speed on a 10%n.
grade for the transporter is considered excessive
from a safety standpoint and was lowered to
5 mph.
* Acceptable dose levels for the cask design have
been reduced from 200 mrem/h to <50 mrem/h
contact.
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SURFACE PLANT
WITH VERTICLE
SHAFT ACCESS
/-SURFACE PLANT WITH
IDRIFT ACCESS

_ -_=
_
CROSS SECTION W-E

A

-MAIN ENTRIES
APPROXIMATELY
2000 ft
OPTION NO. 2
BLIND HOLES WITH BARRIER
WHICH MAY ACT AS
WATER BARRIER AND
REQUIRES LESS ENTRIES
SECTION A-A

HOLES MAY BE ABOVE OR
BELOW WATER TABLE,
BUT ROCK PORES ARE
APPROXIMATELY 95% SATURATED

Figure 4-1. Underground Waste Repository, Yucca Mountain, Nevada

4.3 Arrangement of Emplacement
Hole
Based on the requirements listed in Task 2C of
the contract, holes are limited to a length of 600 ft.
whether blind or through. Foster-Miller, Inc. (FMI)
looked at holes of different length but found no obvious reasons to deviate from this requirement.
An important issue in the arrangement of emplacement holes is the question of open versus blind
holes. The most obvious benefit of the blind hole
arrangement is the elimination of some 50% of the
emplacement rooms (N-S entries) shown in Figure 4-2
as Option No. 2. There are other, more subtle consequences in the choice of open versus blind holes. This
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can best be demonstrated through the graphic representations in Figures 4-3, 4-4, 4-5, and 4-6. The inclined lines form the boundary of the tuff formation.
The small arches represent the (horizontal) N-S entries, and the straight lines emanating from them
represent 600-ft-long emplacement holes.
In each frame, these adjacent entries are depicted.
The center square is always the reference entry in our
discussion. To use the same emplacer, the emplacement holes in every entry must be located at the same
height (h) (Figure 4-3) from the entry floor. This
figure also shows the major parameters that govern
the layout of entries and emplacement holes.
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Figure 4-2. Open and Blind Hole Waste Storage
Arrangements

Figure 4-3. Location of Emplacement Hole Relative to Entry Floor
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Figure 4-5. Blind Holes-Basic Possibilities-Hole on One Side of Entry Only
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Figure

4-6.

Blind Holes-Basic Possibilities-Holes on Both Entry Sides

4.3.1 Open Holes (Figure 4-4)

4.4 Canister Information

Since the N-S entries are to be aligned with the
dip (that is, to be within the formation thickness),
only a few hole-attitude combinations are possible,
namely, (a), (c), (h), and (i). Although combinations
(c), (h), and (i) allow both holes to dip in opposite
directions, at least one hole has to dip considerably
beyond the dip of the strata in order to make up" for
the height lost or gained by the opposite hole. In our
opinion, only (a) is a viable alternative, because it
allows for a relatively straightforward mine plan and
its dip is very close-to the dip of the strata.

It is important to determine the type and sizes of
canister to be emplaced as well as the quantities
involved. There are 14 types of nuclear waste to be
disposed of, namely:

4.3.2 Blind Holes (Figures 4-5 and 4-6)
The situation improves dramatically with blind
holes. Holes can be driven on either one side (Figure 4-5) or both sides (Figure 4-6) of the entries. The
blind hole concept offers several advantages:
* The position of the entries is not dictated by the
attitude of the hole.
* Any hole-attitude combination is possible.
* Fewer entries are required to create the same
number of holes.
Thus, in all following discussions, only waste emplacement in blind holes will be considered.

* PWR (Pressurized Water Reactor)
* BWR (Boiling Water Reactor)
* CHLW (Commercial High-Level Waste, Reprocessed)
* CHLW (Commercial High-Level Waste, West
Valley)
• DHLW (Defense High-Level Waste)
* CW (Cladding Waste)
* RH TRU Waste
(five types-RemoteHandling)
* CH TRU Waste (three types-ContactHandling).
Most types of RH TRU and CH TRU waste are
stored in 55-gal drums and the problem of equipment
design for their disposal is not within the scope of this
contract.
The annual receival rate of CHLW (West Valley)
is only 50 canisters. Moreover, information on thermal
power and surface dose rate for this type of waste was
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unavailable when the program commenced. Consequently, CHLW (West Valley) was not included in
this conceptual study.
The following types of waste were dealt with in
great detail: BWR, PWR, CHLW (reprocessed),
DHLW, and CW. All pertinent information for these
canisters, including sizes, weight, thermal power, and
surface dose rate, is tabulated in Figure 4-7. (Also, see
Engineering Dwg No. 10-000 in the Appendix.)

DIAMETER@

for the most radioactive CHLW (reprocessed).
Because of the cumulative nature of these parameters.
subsequent calculations indicated that the weight
and size of such a cask would be unacceptable, from
the standpoint of the transporter sizes and power
requirements.
After a comprehensive analysis of canister dimensions, their radiation levels, and required shielding
sizes, we decided that three casks are needed:
* No. I CHLW (reprocessed)
• No. 2 PWR and BRW (spent fuel rods)
* No. 3 DHLW and CW
All three designs are based on the following
assumptions:
a. Total (combined gamma and neutron) surface
dose is to be <50 mrem/h contact.
b. There is a 1-in. annulus or space around each
canister within its cask.
c. The axial clearance between canister and
shielding is 3 in. at each end.
Figure 4-8 presents data on cask sizes and weights.
As can be seen, the weight variation is only 5 '., which

Figure 4-7. Canister Information

will allow optimal design of a basic waste transporter.
Subsequent conceptual cask designs include various
mechanisms for door removal, canister translation.
and lifting pintles (see subsection 6.3).
The calculation of the cask shielding is preliminary and is based on formulas cited in Section 9. If
necessary, the shielding sizes can be optimized on the
basis of computer modeling, which will match more
closely the cask geometry and radiation attenuation.
LID
U
CANIISTER

E

All canisters are actually mild steel cylinders, or
overpacks, which are flat-bottomed on one end and
probably domed on the other. The domed end is
assumed to have an integral lifting device or pintle.
Within the canister, the various waste forms may or
may not be separately contained in a steel package.
Classified waste will be contained in such a pack; fuel
rods, on the other hand, may be loose within the
canister.

/I
IR

I~~~~~~~
~

The cask dictates the size of the transporter and
the hole-cask interface mechanism. Our first approach
was to design a cask that could accommodate all
canisters listed in Figure 4-7, namely, BWR, PWR,
CHLW, DHLW, and CW. This cask would have a
length designed for the BWR canister and shielding
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5. Waste Transporter
The function of the waste transporter is to deliver
the cask with the canister from the hot cell to any of
the horizontal emplacement holes in the N-S entries.
In this section, we present our rationale for the
selection of the preferred waste-transporting method
and the component vehicles for carrying it out. We
begin our discussion with the generalized transporting
scheme for the given mine plan, and a general matrix
of all possible modes of transportation such as track
systems, vehicles, combination track-vehicle systems,
and miscellaneous systems is considered. The subsequent comparative analysis determines the particular
transportation modes most suitable for the task.
Finally, specific recommendations for the proposed
method are made and the preferred concepts are
described.
The discussion is subdivided into the following
major topics:
*
*
*
-

Generalized transporting scheme
Summary of specifications
Track railway systems
Vehitles

*
*
*
*
*
*

Conveyors
Cable systems
Monorails
Miscellaneous systems
Railway/vehicle hybrid systems
Comparative analysis of various modes of
transportation
* Vehicle-rail gantry concept
* Eight-wheel, skid-steer concept

5.1 Generalized Transporting
Scheme
There are several schemes for transporting the
cask from the hot cell to the emplacement hole. The
mine plan and the cask sizes place certain restrictions
on the method of locomotion of the waste transporter
and the number of potential schemes. The simplified
mine plan (Figure 5-1) shows that main entries and
crosscuts dip at angles from 5%.. to 10%e. The N-S
entries are driven horizontally along the strike of the
strata.

MAINENTRIES (SS to 101 DIP)

HOT CELL

PORTALTO UNDERGROUND
AREA
STORAGE

Figure 5-1. Inclines in Waste Repository
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Because of the difference in gradients, the
transporting-emplacement cycle is subdivided into
three stages:
* Transport stage 1, up (or down) the main entries
* Transport stage 2, in the horizontal N-S entries
* Emplacement stage

in Figure 5-3. As we can see, the cask can be carried in
a number of attitude combinations, as long as the
canister's longitudinal centerline coincides with that
of the borehole at the moment of emplacement.

Clearly, the three stages defined above and shown
in Figure 5-2 can be arranged into four cases:
* Case 1-Each stage requires its own vehicle and
a stationary emplacer.
* Case 2-Transport stages 1 and 2 are implemented by the same vehicle; emplacement is
performed by a stationary emplacer.
* Case 3-Transport stage I is carried out by one
vehicle whereas stages 2 and 3 are performed by
a mobile transporter/emplacer, which has only
to run on the level when loaded.
* Case 4-A single transporter/emplacer performs
all transporting and emplacement functions.
The modes of transportation for each of these
stages will be discussed later. Possible cask orientations during transportation/emplacement are shown

Figure 5-2. Stages During Transport/Emplacement

FI
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HOT~~~~~~

i
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d)

Figure 5-3. Possible Cask Attitudes During Transport/Emplacement
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We have combined Figures 5-2 and 5-3 into Figure
5-4. In each transport-combination/cask-attitude
block of the matrix, we evaluated
* the number of vehicles (V) required.
* the type of emplacer required-stationary (E)
or mobile (Em),
* the number of cask transfers (T) involved, and
* the number of cask rotations (R) required other
than those caused by direction changes of the
vehicle.

I

Figure 5-4. Degrees of Complexity in Transport/
Emplacement Cycle

Figure

5-5.

Furthermore, two symbols indicate what happens
at each intersection:
a. r

= transfer of cask from one vehicle to
another
h. 0 = rotation of cask with respect to carrier
The results of this evaluation are entered in each
block. At this point, it is possible to assign priorities
and weights to each of the elements. We have opted to
assign the following priorities:
1. Least number of transfers
2. Least number of rotations
Thus, Case 4 is the obvious choice because of the
simplicity of using one multipurpose vehicle. We have
not yet proven its feasibility in the given mine plan.
Beyond Case 4, scanning the matrix, we see that
the following combinations also emerge as likely
candidates:
* A combination of Case 2 and orientation
approach (c)
* Case 3 combined with (a)
Note that the above generalization has enabled us
to use logic and two relatively straightforward criteria
to reduce the total of 16 possible approaches down to
only two or three optimal concepts. The next step in
the process will be the determination of a particular
method to implement the chosen transporting
scheme. Figure 5-5 classifies a fairly complete spectrum of possible methods of underground transportation into six broad categories. Each of these categories
will be considered separately in the following discussion but first, a summary of the transporter specifications is presented.

Candidate Underground Transportation Systems
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5.2 Transporter Specifications

5.3 Track Railway Systems

The waste transporter specifications are taken
from the Statement of Work and are summarized here
for the reader's convenience.
The transporter will

Rail is the most common haulage method used in
underground mines. This section evaluates both the
advantages and the drawbacks of using railway track
to transport the waste from the hot cell to the emplacer. The following areas are discussed:

* routinely climb grades of 10% at 15 mph,
loaded;
* be capable of climbing 15% grades at 10 mph,
loaded;
* have a US Bureau of Mines-approved diesel
prime mover;
* have a fail-safe braking system, capable of a full
dead stop from 15 mph within 100 ft on a
10% downgrade, traveling either forward or
backward;
* be capable of being lowered down an 18-ft shaft,
either intact or disassembled into major
components;
* have a maximum height of <8 ft;
* have a turning radius of 25 ft or less; and
* have appropriate controls, indicators, driving
lights, clearance lights, and other safety features
as appropriate.
Further, fore and aft and/or crab steering capability may be required.
Two items in the specifications are related to the
radiation requirements:
a. The radiation dose of the shield cask is to be
<200 mrem/h contact.
b. Passive heat radiation from shield cask will be
capable of maintaining the surface temperature below 430C, with continuous generation of
2.5 kW by the waste canister.
As mentioned in subsection 4.2, two of the above
points will be changed:
* The speed requirement of 15 mph is excessive
from a safety point of view, and was reduced to 5
mph.
* The radiation dose of 200 mremlh will be
reduced to 50 mrem/h contact.
Having identified the optimal transporting
schemes and specifications, and having listed the
transportation methods, we turn now to specific
modes of transportation.
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* General characteristics
* Grade-climbing and braking ability
* Minimum turning radius requirements

5.3.1 General Characteristics
As applied to moving casks with spent nuclear fuel
from the hot cell to the emplacer, rail haulage has
many advantages:
* The technology is well proven, with many decades of field experience, both underground and
aboveground.
* The components such as rails, ties, fasteners,
etc. are widely available in various sizes. This
will allow a very efficient track design, tailored
to our specific application.
* The controls of an electrical locomotive are conducive to automation and computerization of
the process. For example, speed control optimization and precision stopping at the emplacer
can be easily accomplished. All of this could
make the process less operator-dependent.
* The smooth ride inherent in rail haulage is less
tiring for the operator than the ride encountered
in a wheeled vehicle running on rough bottom.
* An electrical locomotive produces no dust or air
pollution, as might be encountered with a dieselpowered vehicle.
The significant drawbacks of the track railway
system include a large minimum turning radius, poor
climbing ability, and high capital costs.

5.3.2 Grade-Climbing and Braking
Ability
The waste transporter specification requires
* climbing a 15 ' (8.53-deg) grade at 5 mph, and
* a fail-safe braking system, capable of a full dead
stop from 15 mph within 100 ft on a 10¼' grade,
traveling forward or backward.

In standard railroad practice, a :3% grade is considered the practical maximum. with a 4%A grade used
under exceptional circumstances." The braking ability
is limited by the coefficient of friction between the
wheel and the rail.
There are two methods for overcoming this
limitation:
Increasing Traction Using Tired-Wheels
Rubber-tired railroad cars are used in some subway systems (Paris, Mexico City, Montreal, and

i40

1

Washington, DC); the tires reduce noise from approaching trains in stations and provide better acceleration characteristics to increase frequency of the
traffic during rush hours. We were not able to find
instances in which rubber-tired railroad cars were
used to climb high grades, but there is a hybrid vehicle
(Figure 5-6) that uses rubber tires for traction. However, its allowable payload of 10 tons is well below the
30 tons required.
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56" -
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t Machine

i

:
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|

- 66.5

89% "
(2273.3)

=
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(101.6) -

.i

4" f 5th Wheel
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I

Figure 5-6. Shuttle Wagon (T&J Industries, Inc.)
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Rack and Pinion Drive
This approach uses rails and wheels for guiding
and carrying the weights only. The drive is accomplished by a rack and pinion arrangement.
Low-speed (up to 4 mph) cog and wheel-driven
trains have been in use for a long time in the recreational industry (e.g., Mount Washington, NH). Swiss
railroads use the rack and pinion concept to climb
steep grades for passenger service.

* Discussions with A&E firms specializing in de-

signing underground track indicate that $150 to
.3200/ft would be a realistic range for a rail track
built in the waste repository.
All sources stressed that their costs were no more
than educated guesses; the actual costs can be determined only after the track has been designed. All
quotes include construction and material costs for the
track only; electrical equipment, switches and frogs,
signalization, etc. would be additional costs.

5.3.3 Minimum Turning Radius
Requirements
To the best of our knowledge, there is no standard
for minimum-turning radius. Therefore, this discussion will rely on considerable experience FMI accumulated over the years in areas of underground mining.
Hundreds of mine visits and several contracts specifically related to underground track railways resulted in
the following observations made by FMI engineers.
Older mines, built in the 1940s and earlier, tend to
have smaller turning radii, sometimes as small as 25 ft.
With the increase of haulage speeds, wide use of
automatic couplers, and the utilization of longer,
higher capacity haulage cars, the tendency in newer
mines is to use larger turning radii. Our experience
indicates that 50 to 60 ft is probably the smallest
turning radius in use in modern mines.
Figure 5.7 shows the mine plan of a typical repository intersection which incorporates a 50-ft turning
radius. A considerable amount of material would have
to be removed from the corners of each intersection,
thus increasing the maximum roof span from 28.3 ft to
44.9 ft, which will require an analysis of the roof
strength to ensure competence sufficient to accommodate this span.

5.3.4 Capital Cost
Obviously, no precise figure of capital costs involved in construction of the repository rail system
can be obtained in this preliminary stage. However,
information provided by the various sources we contacted gives some idea of capital costs involved.
* The Association of American Railroads indicated that in 1981 in this country, the average
construction cost of a regular railroad track was
$70/ft.2

* The
Massachusetts
Bay Transportation
Authority believes that the construction cost of
a few miles of rail track for an aboveground mass
transit system would be -$130/ft.
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Figure 5-7. A Typical Repository Intersection (50-ft
Turning Radius)

5.4 Vehicles
Vehicles are available on the market in a variety of
types, sizes, and configurations. Our discussion will
start with an analysis of engine power required to

meet the original speed and gradient specifications.
Another basic parameter-maximum stopping distance-is obtained analytically and compared with
allowable

distance.

Knowing

the engine

power

required, we would analyze commercially available,
rubber-tired vehicles and tabulate their main parameters against the specifications. Finally, two original
vehicle concepts are suggested and discussed, followed
by a brief discussion of the possibility of using tracked
vehicles.

5.4.1 Propulsion Power

_ 1

The free-body diagram of a vehicle climbing a
grade is shown in Figure 5-8.
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Figure 5-9. Grade Angles

Figure 5-8. Free-Body Diagram of Vehicle Negotiating a
Grade
First, three parameters are determined:
Vehicle weight in pounds (w)-The maximum
weight of the heaviest cask (CHLW) is 61,000 lb
(Figure 4-8). To determine gross vehicle weight
(GVW) we have investigated the payload/GVW
ratio for three off-highway trucks available from
Caterpillar' (Table 5-1).
The average payload/GVW ratio is 0.54. Hence,
the approximate weight of the waste transporter
will probably be

We can now calculate the engine horsepower requirement. Since the specifications call for two cases,
i.e., 10 mph on a 15'e- grade and 15 mph on a 10%0
grade, they will be considered separately. In both
cases, the vehicle is fully loaded.
Case 1-15% (8.530) grade, speed 10 mph

Rolling resistance, R,:

R. =

R~r + Rrf = fW cos 0

R. = 0.06

110,000

cos 8.530 = 6527 lb

where
R,, = rolling resistance of rear tires
Rrt = rolling resistance of front tires.

GVW

_

payload
0.54

61,000
0.54

110,000 lb

* Grade angles in degrees (0)-Two grade angles,
required by specification, are shown in Figure 5-9.
* Coefficient of rolling friction (f)-Considering
the tuff as a medium-hard surface, f is assumed
to be 0.06.4

Grade resistance, RG:
Rig = W

.

sin 0 = 110,000

0.148 = 16,316 lb.

Total resistance, R:
R = R, + Rc, = 6527 + 16,316 = 22,843 lb.

The vehicle speed, V, is 10 mph or
5280. 10
V =l0 mph-=~
= 14.66 ft/s.
60.-60

Table 5-1. Payload/GVW Ratio
(Caterpillar)
Model
769C
773
7'7

Payload
(lb)

GVW

70,000
100,000
170,000

137,305
183,360
294,400

(lb)

Payload/GVW
Ratio
0.51
0.55
0.58

Thus, the propulsion power (hp) is

R
hp=
hp =

V
550

22,843 - 14.66
550

609 hp.
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With a power train efficiency of 80'C, the flywheel
horsepower (hpf.) required is

and
hpfW

hp=

700
=

= 875 hp

60 = 761 hp.

0.80

During subsequent discussions, we agreed that
this 875-hp figure is excessive and is not really
required because
* A vehicle with an engine of this size tends to be
heavy and large and will not meet the height and
turning radius specifications.
* It appears that a 15-mph speed is excessive and
perhaps unsafe for driving a vehicle of this size
and weight in 20-ft drifts. The trade-off between
engine power and waste transporter speed is
illustrated in Table 5-2.
In our opinion, a 300- to 400-hp waste transporter
offers a reasonable compromise between speed and
vehicle overall dimensions.

Case 2-10% (5.710) grade, speed 15 mph
Similar to the previous case,
Rr = 0.06
R.; = W

110,000

cos 5.710 = 6567 lb

sin 0 = 110,000

0.0995 = 10,944 lb

R = 6567 + 10.944 = 17,511 lb.
If
V = 15 mph = 22 ft/s
then
hp

~17,511
h50
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-

hp

Table 5-2. Grade Negotiation Speed and Time vs Engine
Power (uniform motion over entire 2000-ft segment)
loe; Grade

15%e Grade
Engine
Power
(hp)
250
300
350
400
450
500
765

875

Length

0.38 mi
(2000 ft)

Maximum
Speed
(mph)

Time
(min)

3.3
3.9
4.6
5.2
5.9
6.5
10.0*
-

6.9
5.8
5.0
4.4
3.9
3.5
2.3
-

Specification requirements
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Length

0.38 mi
(2000 ft)

Maximum
Speed
(mph)

Time
(min)

4.3
5.1
6.0
6.9
7.7
8.6
13.0
15.0*

5.3
4.5
3.8
3.3
3.0
2.6
1.8
1.5

5.4.2 Maximum Stopping Distance
The brake specification dictates a -fail-safe braking system capable of a full dead stop from 15 mph
within 100 ft on a 10'' grade, traveling forward or
backward" (subsection 5.2). A free-body diagram of a
water transporter is again shown in Figure 5-10. Since
the vehicle speed is relatively low, air resistance is
disregarded. According to the law of conservation of
energy, the change in kinetic energy of a moving body
is equal to work produced by external forces. For a
decelerating vehicle, the change of the energy in differential distance (ds) (Figure 5-10) is
dE = (B + R

-

W sin O)ds .

(5.1)

Kinetic energy of the vehicle translatory and rotating
masses is determined by

E

=

2

+ .'-722

'

(5.2)

After differentiation,

V
Vj, VI

W

Yb

To account for the effect of the rotating parts, factor
'/b is introduced. Then Eq (5.2) becomes
dE

vm-ybdv

=

(5.4)

After substituting dE from Eq (5.4), Eq (5.1) becomes
(B + R + W sin 0) ds = vm-(,bdv .

(5.5)

Where we have used + to indicate up- or downslope
braking, downslope braking takes the minus sign.
After transformation and integration, Eq (5.5)
becomes
S

dE = mv dv + SYI wdw .

Initial and final speeds, mph
Speed. ft/s
Initial and final speeds. ft/s
Vehicle weight, lb
Angular speed, rad/s
Coefficient of road adhesion
Inertia mass factor of rotating parts in
braking

Vj, V.

Ybm

(5.3)

JBr

vdv
S = JB
+ R ± W sin l})

(5.6)

Assuming that braking (B) and rolling resistance
forces do not depend on velocity (v), the solution to
this definite integral is
prism

rvj2

B+R WsinI

-V2

vf
2l

-

(5.7)

Since the braking is full-stop, v, = 0, the
maximum stopping distance with four wheel brakes
locked is
'yhbm

B+R±WsinO

Max

vj

2

(5.8)

But
Figure 5-10. Free-Body Diagram of Waste Transporter
Nomenclature
Br, Bf
f
g
m
Rr, R
s
V

Braking forces at the tire-ground contact
point, lb
Coefficient of rolling resistance
Acceleration of gravity, ft/s 2
Mass, lb S2 ft-'
Rolling resistances, lb
Braking distance, ft
Speed, mph

W = mg
B = gW - cos 0 = g m g cos o
R = Rrr + Rrf = W f cos B = m g f cos B .
After substituting W, B, and R, and plugging in g and
converting S to feet, Eq (5.8) becomes
smax
ma,

=

-Y' - m . V. 2

2(1umgcosfl + mgfcosO ± mgsinB)
2g cos B(ju + f ± tan B)

(5.9)
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Eq (5.9) indicates that the maximum stopping distance does not depend on vehicle weight. The following values are assumed for the numerical solution:
1l
a,,
Vi
A

=

=
=
=
sin 0 =
f
=

5.71' (10%\ grade) (taken from specifications)
1.6 (Reference 4)
15 mph (taken from specifications)
0.5 (Reference 4)
tan 0 z 0.1 cos 0 = 0.99
0.06 (Reference 4)

Note that the values taken from Taborek 4 are crucial
assumptions for the vehicle moving downgrade:
* Yb - VI'
30 cos 0 (A + f - tan 0)

30
=

1.6 - 152
0.99 . (0.5 + 0.06 - 0.1)

26 ft <«<10 ft .

Thus, the requirements for a 100-ft stopping distance
will easily be met, if our assumptions are correct. For
the vehicle moving horizontally with four locked
brakes,
eY X V,2
30 (pu + fD

1.6X 152
30 (0.5 + 0.06)

5.4.3 Rubber-Tired Vehicles
This analysis is not intended to be all-inclusive
and covers only the following commercially available
rubber-tired vehicles as examples of equipment that
can be used in this operation.
* Off-Highway Trucks (Figure 5-11) are marketed
by several companies: Caterpillar, Wabco, Unit
Rig, Euclid, etc. Obviously, the standard truck
bed will have to be replaced by a special one
designed to carry a nuclear waste cask.
* Tractor-Scrapers (Figure 5-12) are manufactured. for instance, by Caterpillar, Wabco, and
Euclid. The idea is to use the tractor part of the
machine and replace the scraper part with a
trailer specially designed to carry the cask.
. Mining Vehicles (Figure 5-13) of the required
size are marketed by Wagner, Eimco, and
others. The trailer part of a mining vehicle will
have to be redesigned specifically for nuclear
waste casks.
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Table 5-3 lists waste transporter specifications
and actual specifications of rubber-tired vehicles
under consideration.
We can see from. this table that, among commercially available vehicles, the mining vehicles come
closest to meeting our specifications. However, no
commercially available vehicle can be used without
significant modifications. If the final mine design
includes a slope tunnel and a surface hot cell, then a
trolley-assisted diesel (possibly with automatic guidance) is a very attractive possibility for the long slope
portion of the haul.
Next, two unique waste transporter ideas will be
considered.

5.4.3.1 Eight-Wheel Skid-Steer
The idea of a skid-steer vehicle was suggested in
the original technical proposal' and has been developed further.
The concept is based on a unique, multiwheel
undercarriage shown in Figure 5-14, followed by its
features in Figure 5-15. Presently, similar undercarriages of various sizes are used in a multitude of offthe-road construction vehicles.
A separate drive motor is used to drive edth'side
group of three or four wheels. Consequently, the carriage can be skid-steered, and turned virtually around
its center like a caterpillar tracked vehicle (Figure 5-16). With this undercarriage, the weight is more
heavily concentrated on the lowered center wheels,
which eases the turning process and minimizes any
damage to the floor during turning maneuvers. As we
can see, the undercarriage requires no cross axle.
Consequently, the total height of the transporter can
be minimized. With multiple, smaller wheels, the vehicle width can also be minimized, since the wheels
can be "tucked" under the cask.
The proposed waste transporter, based on a multiple-wheel undercarriage concept, is shown in Figure 5-17. The artist's concept depicts a vehicle
equipped with a cask for spent fuel (BWR and PWR)
canisters. The cask rests on four pads and is attached
to the undercarriage with four bolted joints. The same
undercarriage can be used for all cask sizes and also
for the adverse retrieval procedure. The maximum
length of the transporter is -25 ft. The curved bumpers minimize the space needed for the vehicle's turning about its own center.

Figure 5-11.
Typical Off-Hlighway

Truck

Figure 5-12. Typical Tractor Scraper

8 in.

MODELMT 435-45

Figure 5-13. Typical Mining Vehicle
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Table 5-3. Comparative Specifications of Various Commercial, Rubber-Tired Vehicles
Company/model

Unit

Type of vehicle

CAT
777

CAT
769C

WABCO
35C

CAT
641B

WABCO
339

EIMCO

M

WAGNER
T-435-45

waste
transporter

Off-highway
truck

Off-highway
truck

Off-highway
truck

Tractor
scraper

Tractor
scraper

Hining
LHO

Hitting
vehicle

hp

300 to 4001

870

450

475

550

467

400

4504

Operating
weiqht
(empty)

lb

50,000

124,400

67,305

58,360

N/A

N/A

94,000

50,000

Payload (full
capacity)

lb

60,000

169,600

70,000

70,000

94,000

82,000

N/A

70,000

Length
overall

ft_

32

N/A

N/A

36 ft.

Width
overall

ft_

11 ft

11

Height
including
operator

ft

Inside turning
radius

ft

USBM
approved
engine

-

Flywheel

'reduced

power

from 875 hp

2
U58M rated
3

with the bucket
4
can be Installed
estimated weight

--Ij

Sandia
specs

Yes

ft.

1 in.

17

11 ft.

6 in.

8

16 ft.

I in.

25

ft.

5 in.

25 ft.

11 ft.

11

12 ft

10 ft.

6

44 ft

30 ft.

I in.

No

No

in.

in.

4 in.

5

11 in.

10 ft

ft

9 ft.

6 in.

13 ft.

1 in.

12 ft.

24

6 in.

N/A

N/A

12 ft

15 ft. 4 i.

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

tt,

6 in.

12 ft.

11 in.

7 ft.

6 in.

a ft

Figure 5-14. All-Terrain Undercarriage
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Turns About Its Own
Center
/1

C

I_

j

No Damage To Road
Surface

-. "'I.i'

.

d

Figure 5-15. Advantages of Multiwheel Undercarriage

Figure 5-16. A Version of the Mine Layout at an
Emplacement Hole
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Figure 5-17. Eight-Wheel
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A 10-ft transporter width is sufficient to accommodate all anticipated casks. and also the overcore
drill with the captured canister during the adverse
retrieval procedure. The maximum height of the vehicle is -8 ft for the cladding waste cask, which is the
largest in diameter. The operating weight of the transporter with regular casks and canister is, estimated as
before, to be about 110,000 lb.
This transporter consists of the following major
components:
* An eight-wheel undercarriage-The design is
shown in Figure 5-14. Two lateral structural
members are added to strengthen the frame.
* A power package-A Caterpillar V-8 mobile
equipment 3408 engine (or equivalent) is employed. The turbocharged engine's continuous
rating is 300 hp, allowing the transporter to
develop 15-mph speed on level ground. A hydrostatic drive is used for the wheels because of its
many inherent advantages (continuously adjustable speed, lack of clutches, single lever control, smoothness and simplicity of operation,
dynamic braking, etc.). The hydrostatic drive
comprises two variable displacement pumps,
driven by the engine through a pump drive, and
two fixed displacement motors that drive speed
-reducers and final drive chains.
* The cab-A spacious, human-engineered cab is
designed for a 95th percentile operator, featuring two doors, a steering wheel, an instrument
panel, Roll-Over Protective-Structure (ROPS),
and a step for convenient ingress and egress.
* Safety features-The paramount importance of
safety has been recognized from the outset of the
vehicle design and classified into two categories:
- Radiation protection
- Vehicle safety features
For complete analysis of this topic, the reader is
referred to Section 9, Safety Considerations.

5.4.3.2 Lateral Cask Translation Concept
So far, all methods have considered carrying the
cask with its axis along the centerline of the transporter. If the cask is moved laterally, some novel
transporters can be developed, for example, one
shown in Figure 5-18. The tractor part is taken from a
tractor-scraper (Figure 5-12), and the trailer part is
simply a cask supported on two or more tires.
According to the Generalized Transporting
Scheme, this approach represents combination 2c,
defined earlier in Figure 5-4.

The concept offers many attractive features:
* It will meet all operating requirements and geometrical constraints.
* It is extremely simple in concept, and of the
lightest design possible.
* The tractor part is readily available from
several earth-moving and mining equipment
manufacturers.
. The canister/cask weight is carried directly by
the tires, eliminating the requirement for heavy
structural members.
. Tires and rims of the required size are standard
hardware.
* A centering rail controls travel of the cask.
. Automation or semiautomation is possible.
. Various options of locomotion and propulsion
are quite possible.
On the negative side, the clearance between the longest (spent fuel) cask and the rib is rather small-about
1.8 ft on each side for a 20-ft-wide entry. However, a
wider entry would provide more clearance. Furthermore, the machine is guided by a center rail, limiting
any sideways excursion to the tolerance specified.
So far, the discussion has dealt with various types
of rubber-tired vehicles. We take up the discussion of
tracked vehicles in the next subsection.

5.4.4 Tracked Vehicles
Tracked-type vehicles, such as dozers (Figure 5-19). are very common in the industry and are
used for a variety of tasks. It is feasible to use a dozer
to pull a cask mounted on a trailer. However, maneuverability of this arrangement is unsatisfactory and
will not meet the minimum radius requirements.
Moreover, running on a hard surface tends to be
detrimental to both track links and the surface.
The only other tracked option would be to modify
substantially an army tank chassis and track system.
There may be some inherent advantages in such a
system, in that
* Such a chassis/track system can carry very
heavy loads (up to 120,000 lb and above).
. The tracks are rubber-padded.
* The technology is readily available.
* Some track systems allow hydraulic lowering/
raising of the chassis, thus simplifying cask/hole
alignment.
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Figure 5-19. Typical Dozer

There are some disadvantages as well:
* Price
* Availability
* Reliability
We believe that tracked vehicles offer some promise
for this application but are not our prime candidates
at this time.
Up to now, we have analyzed the most common
modes of transportation in mines-track haulage and
vehicles. The next few subsections will briefly discuss
other methods such as conveyors, cable systems,
monorails, and miscellaneous systems.

5.6 Cable Systems

5.5 Conveyors

5.7 Monorails

Conveyors are mostly used to handle bulk materials whose weight distribution is relatively uniform
along the length of the belt. A heavy, short cask would
cause an extremely high linear load. Using preliminary cask sizes (from Figure 4-8), the load per foot of
conveyor can be calculated as follows:

Lk

587012

= 4900 lb/ft.

Local loads of this magnitude. especially when combined with the speed required here, make the use of
conveyors impractical for this application.

Cable systems are not very common for moving
loads horizontally. If a cable were to be used for
moving the cask, a massive supporting structure
would have to be designed and built. Since the system
has no redeeming benefits when compared with railway or vehicle systems, it will not be considered any
further.

In this system, high cyclic loads will be imposed
on the roof bolts and a massive supporting structure
will, therefore, be required for carrying the cask. The
system has no benefits beyond those already offered
by conventional railway, and will be excluded from
further consideration.

5.8 Miscellaneous Systems
Generally speaking, there are other more exotic
methods for moving solids-jet propulsion, slurry
pipeline, magnetic devices, floating barges, etc.-but
clearly, these methods are not applicable to our case.
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5.8.1 Railway/Vehicle Hybrid
Systems
In this concept. one basic vehicle would be
equipped with both rubber tires and steel wheels that
can be lowered onto a rail system. The advantage is
that the vehicle can propel itself in an optimum
fashion at different stages of transport. The disadvantage is the increased complexity of both vehicle and
system.
Such vehicles are available commercially. For instance, the Switchmaster (Figure 5-20)-a rail/vehicle
system-is commercially available from White
Machinery Corporation. Discussion with the company
sales engineers revealed the following facts:
* Rubber tires constitute a secondary mode of
propulsion used only to move the Switchmaster
from one track to another.
* The power of the prime mover is only 130 hp
and. therefore, is considerably below the value
required to meet the specifications.

For these reasons, and because such a vehicle would
offer little extra benefit when compared with other
types of vehicles or conventional rail haulage, we have
not considered it further.
This concludes the discussion of the various available modes of transportation as applied to the waste
transporter. Their comparative analysis and our recommendations of preferred schemes is the subject of
the next subsection.

5.9 Comparison of Various
Modes of Transportation
First, we summarize the conclusions of all previous discussion on different modes of transportation.
Track Railway Systems-The limitations imposed on this approach by its climbing and
braking capability make this system feasible in
N-S drifts only.

,-.

I
½

Figure
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5-20.

\.

Switchmaster (Railway/Vehicle System)

* Off-Highway Trucks and Tractor Scrapers-We
have rejected these options because it is not
possible to achieve the payload, grade-climbing
ability, and braking requirements with vehicles
of appropriate size (review Table 5-3).
* Mining Vehicles-After some modifications,
these could be used, although narrow drifts will
limit their maneuverability such that they will
not be able to interface with the emplacement
hole in the rib.
* Cask Lateral Translation-At present, this concept is not viable because of insufficient (1.8-ft)
clearances between the spent fuel cask and the'
rib. If the drifts were widened from the present
20 ft. we would reconsider this concept.
* Eight-Wheel Skid-Steer-This option is feasible and competitive with the modified mining
vehicle. Because of its superior maneuverability,
it can be used as a single transporter if the
mine plan includes the clearances shown in
Figure 5-16.
* Tracked Vehicles, Conveyors, Cable Systems,
Monorails, and Miscellaneous Systems-All of
these options have been rejected for the
various reasons mentioned in their respective
subsections.
We believe, based on the above points, that two
feasible options emerge as practical and workable:
* A combination of a rail haulage system and a
rubber-tired vehicle
* The eight-tired, skid-steer approach
Each of these options is considered in detail in the
following subsections.

5.10 Vehicle-Rail-Gantry
Concept
The essential idea behind this option is to use the
superior climbing and braking capability of a rubbertired vehicle on the short (2000-ft) east-west (E-W)
sloped drifts, while the railway, with its precision
alignment, is employed in the long (10,000-ft), horizontal N-S entries. The cask is carried broadside down
the entry, so no orientation change is required at the
transfer point. (See element 3(a) in Figure 5-4.)
In this approach, the waste transporting scheme
consists of several stages, which are considered in
detail in Section 7, Overall Waste Transporting and
Emplacement. To implement this transport scheme,
two separate machines-a rubber-tired vehicle and a
rail-mounted gantry-are necessary. The conceptual
design of both machines is discussed in the next two
subsections.

5.10.1 Rubber-Tired Vehicle
A mining vehicle, for example the one shown in
Figure 5-13, can be modified to perform the functions
described in this approach.
The proposed rubber-tired waste-transporting
vehicle, shown in Figure 5-21, has the following
specifications:
* Payload capacity-70,000 lb
* Engine-Caterpillar Diesel (4-cycle) up to 475
hp, USBM-approved
* Torque converter-Single-stage,
1.78-stall
torque ratio
* Transmission-Full-power shift, four speeds
forward and four-speeds reverse
* Drive-Four-wheel drive, spiral bevel differential, planetary end wheel drives
* Standard brakes
- Four-wheel, straight air, heavy-duty
- Parking brakes: spring engaged, hydraulically
released
- Drive line disk brakes

* Steering-Articulated with self-aligning thrust
bearings
* Oscillation-Front axle: 160
* Turning radius-(minimum) 25 ft
* Length-35 ft
. Width-10 ft
* Height--4 ft
* Gross Vehicle Weight-110,000 lb
As this list shows, the proposed rubber-tired vehicle is expected to meet all the specifications required
for a nuclear waste transporter.
The modifications of the existing mining vehicle
will be extensive. A completely new trailer designed to
carry the waste will be required. An offset differential
will help reduce the height of the vehicle.

5.10.2 Rail-Mounted Gantry
The operation of this transport concept is best
described in terms of the functions and movements to
be performed by the rail-mounted gantry and its
mechanisms.
For convenience in this discussion, a system of
rectangular (Cartesian) coordinates is established
with the origin, 0, on the plane of the rails and at the
intersection of the centerlines of the N-S and E-W
entries (Figure 5-22). The following degrees of freedom are required to implement the proposed scheme:
* Axis X-General tramming along the length of
the drift and cask-emplacer alignment
* Axis Y-Docking of the cask door with the
emplacer
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* Axis Z-Cask pickup from the vehicle and caskemplacer alignment
* Angle a-Angular motion in the X-Y plane to
compensate for the hole's positional and angular
error
* Angle il-Angular motion in the Y-Z plane to
compensate for the the hole's positional and
angular error

Table 5-4 presents a summary of all gantry/cask
movements, their travel range, and the accuracies
required for each movement.
In the next subsection, we will describe how all the
described motions can be implemented in the actual
design.

Figure 5-21. Rubber-Tired Waste Transporting Vehicle

Figure 5-22. Gantry System of Coordinates
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Table 5-4. Summary of Gantry/Cask Movements
Degree
of
freedom
1

2

3

Direction
ix

Accuracy

±10D000 ft

±0.5 in.

±42 in.

±0.12 in.

Cask pickup from the vehicle

+12 in.
-18 in.

N/A

Cask-emplacer alignment

+12 in.
-18 in.

±0.12 in.

Tramming and cask-emplacer
alignment

YCask-emplacer

tZ

Travel
range

Purpose

interfacing

4

±u

Compensation for hole positional error in X-Y plane

±2 deg

tO.1 deg

S

±~

Compensation for hole positional error in Y-Z plane

t2 deg

tO.1 deg

,~~~~~~~~~~~~.

Notes
Two-step
operation

v

5.10.3 Gantry Design
The gantry is essentially a self-propelled, railmounted crane designed to pick up the cask from the
rubber-wheeled transporter at the intersection, to
move it to an emplacement hole along the N-S drifts,
and to interface the cask with the emplacement shield
(Figure 5-23).
The major design features of the gantry are as
follows:
* Propulsion method-A comparative analysis
performed during the early stages of this work
traded off trolley wires versus self-propulsion.
We have concluded that a self-propelled gantry
is preferable because it eliminates the trolley
wire which is an inherent safety hazard, a permanent requirement for maintenance work, and
an additional burden on the initial capital cost.
The sole advantage of eliminating an on-board
diesel-electric generator does not, at present,
justify these difficulties. A battery-powered
gantry was also rejected because special facilities are required for battery change-out and
charging.
* Drive design-Two basic approaches were considered for drives to service each of the five axes.

Hydraulic devices were considered, but were
rejected because of inherent maintenance and
safety disadvantages as well as poor adaptability
to semiautomation and precise control.
Electric/electromechanical devices were chosen.
This requirement, when added to the need for at
least semiautomatic operation, led us to choose
electric drives. When precise control is needed,
these drives are simple, effective, easily controlled, and compatible with the available power
source.
General configuration-The gantry is mounted
on eight 14-in. wheels and moves on a 14-ftgauge track. The four wheel assemblies support
four vertical columns joined at the corners by
longitudinal and lateral beams, thus forming a
rigid structure.
The diesel-electric generator and wheel drives
are located on a separate structure between the
front wheels. The operator's compartment is on
the opposite side of the gantry so that all space
between the wheels is available for the rubbertired vehicle, which will stop under the gantry
for the cask pickup.
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* Power source-The 100-hp diesel-electric gen-

erator is the power source for all electrical drive
motors. lights, and controls.
* Tramming and alignment (Axis X and Angle
a)-The electric motor powers a central gearbox
which transmits the torque to the right- and
left-wheel drives. This drive is able to bring the
cask within 2 to 3 in. from the centerline of the
emplacer. Then, two power screws located on
the lifting yoke move the cask precisely (± 0.12
in.) to the required location. The angle a can be
varied by having independent control of X, for
the front cask end and X2 for the rear cask end.
* Cask-emplacer interface (Axis Y)-The axial
translation of the cask is accomplished by means
of two power screws moving the slider onto
which the lifting jacks and the yoke with four
hooks are mounted.
* Lifting and lowering the cask (Axis Z and Angle
A)-Four lifting hooks are hinged on a yoke,
which is lifted or lowered by four power screws
located on the slider. Angle , is achieved by
moving front and rear ends of the cask different
distances Z1 and Z2.

5.11 Eight-Wheel, Skid-Steer
Emplacer Docking
We described the conceptual design features of
the vehicle in subsection 3.4.3.2. Utilization of a 25-ftlong skid-steer vehicle in 20-ft-wide N-S drifts requires two 14-4-deep and 20-ft-wide alcoves that are
symmetrical with respect to the emplacement holes
and located in opposite ribs of the drift (Figure 5-16).
The resulting mine plan places certain restrictions on
the possible design of the vehicle-emplacer shield
alignment.
After the transporter, moving along a N-S drift,
reaches the alcove area, it turns 90 deg, and the next
step is to mate the cask and the emplacement shield. If
the cask's outside diameter is Dm,
72 in., and its
mating diameter is de- 64 in. and the shield has a d,
64.75-in.-dia hole (see Appendix Dwg 22-203 and
Figure 5-24), then the maximum allowable misalignment is
dsmj.A-dc,,
- 2
2

-64.00
=64.75
~~~~~~~0.37
in.
2

The tolerance (Figure 5-24) is well within the accuracy
obtained by standard manufacturing practices and
methods. 6
I

Figure 5-23. Rail-Mounted, Self-Propelled Gantry
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Figure 5-24. Cask-Shield Joint Dimensions

From a radiation standpoint, 7 the allowable misalignment for a labyrinth-type joint is

LI a - 10

D

- -ds.i
2

In our case, the allowable misalignment is
A a -i 0.172 -

64.75

0.363

2
Having established the allowable misalignment
and the mine plan, we turn to consideration of two
possible schemes for skid-steer emplacement shield
docking.

Manual Operation
The operator maneuvers the transporter into a
mating position with the emplacement shield. There
are two very serious objections to this scheme:
1. The operation is extremely dependent on the
operator's skill to obtain acceptable alignment
and, in view of the =3/8-in. required accuracy,
manual docking with a vehicle of this size is
probably unfeasible.
2. The vertical component of the misalignment
(the distance between the tire-ground contact
area and the centerline of the cask-mating
diameter) is, to a large extent, a function of tire
wear and inflation pressures. The variation of
this component alone may exceed the total
allowable misalignment of 3/8 in. For these two
reasons, manual docking is not considered
viable.
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Alignment/Docking Platform

This proposed system will provide guiding slides
to facilitate the cask-shield alignment. The system
being described is one of several possible versions for
implementation of this concept.
After the eight-wheel vehicle reaches the emplacement hole area and turns 90° into the alcove, it
positions itself along the passive guidance system
(axis X) within the 30- X 12-ft envelope. (The projected area of the proposed transporter is 25 X 10 ft.
Figure 5-25.) Then the transporter backs and enters
the guides, which align it along axis Y. Simultaneously, the undercarriage structure (Figure 5-17)
enters a series of rollers that raise the vehicle and
reduce the tire-ground contact load. The height of
these rollers is adjusted to obtain cask-shield vertical
alignment. The reduced tire-ground contact provides
smaller, yet sufficient, tractive effort for the transporter movement towards the emplacement hole.
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Figure 5-25. Passive Guidance System

6. Waste Emplacement
After the transporter has delivered the nuclear
waste canister from the hot cell to the emplacement
unit, the next task is to actually emplace the waste
into the hole.
The following aspects of 'the emplacement task
were dealt with in more detail during the program:
* Implementation of radiation-tight coupling
between the cask on the transporter and the
emplacer
* Transfer of the canister from the cask to the
emplacement hole after the cask lid and the hole
door have been moved out of the way
* Translation of the canister down, the hole for
permanent emplacement
Our discussion will begin with the basic shielding
requirements imposed by the radioactive canister
moving from the cask toward the emplacement hole.
Various possible door concepts will then be presented
and the preferred one will be selected for both the cask
*lid and the emplacement hole door. After the concept
is selected, the actual designs of the cask and the hole
door will be addressed on the basis of conceptual
design layouts.
The discussion will then proceed to the options for
canister emplacement. A "logic tree" will graphically
show the available options, and we will present the
rationale for the selection of the preferred versions.
Finally, the selected emplacement mechanism will be
described with reference to the actual design layout.
We will begin with a summary of the
specifications.

6.1 Summary of Specifications
and Supplementary Ground Rules
These specifications for the waste emplacement
task are taken in their entirety from the contractual
Statement of Work and are placed here for the
reader's convenience.
Task 2-Waste Emplacement
This task performs the conceptual design of an
emplacement machine for radioactive waste canisters.
The major functions of the machine are to
Receive the transporter, effect a radiation-tight
coupling, and transfer a waste canister from the
transporter cask to the emplacement cask;

* Rotate and position the emplacement cask fob
transfer of the waste canister into the storage
hole;
* Open the shield. door on the storage hold and
emplace the waste canister up to 600 ft into a
horizontal hole; and
* Retract and close the hole radiation shield door.
Hole conditions:
a. Three inches radial clearance for the waste
canister
b. A hole deviation of no more than 6 in. in 100 ft,
with no more than 12 in. accumulated
deviation
c. Surface smoothness that will allow discontinuities <1/8-in.' offset
d. A surface temperature of up to 50'C
Performance specifications:
a. The surface dose of the emplacement cask is to
be <200 mnrem/h.
b. The surface temperature of the emplacement
cask is to be <43CC, with 2.5-kW waste canister heat-continuous duty.
c. The operator's compartment is to be shielded
to <1 mrem/h dose rate.
d. The operator's compartment is to be equipped
with alternating current, communications with
the transporter operator and other facility personnel, and the CCTV controls necessary for
safe operations.
e. The maximum height of the machine is to be
<10 ft.
f. The maximum width is to be <20 ft.
g. The machine must be capable of being demobilized, moved to the next hole, and set up again
in a reasonable time period.
Since the beginning of the programs, the following
additional ground rules have been introduced (subsection 4.2):
a. As was shown in the blind versus open hole
analysis, blind emplacement holes are the preferred option (subsection 4.3). Thus, further
analysis will deal only with waste emplacement
in blind, 600-ft-long holes.
b. No hardware should be left in the hole after all
canisters are emplaced.
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c. Round or shaped blocks can be used to build a
50- to 75-ft buffer zone between the emplaced
canisters and the drifts.
d. The emplacement holes will have a concrete
lining.
e. No hardware additions to the canisters are
allowed.
f. Ony BWR, PWR, CHLW (reprocessed),
DHLW, and CW (subsection 4.4) will be
considered.

6.2 Cask-Emplacer Interface
Cask-emplacer interfacing is the first step of the
canister emplacement process. The alignment of the
cask and the emplacer is achieved by.the 5-degree-offreedom mechanism built into the rail-mounted gantry design (subsection 5.11). In the case of the eightwheel, rubber-tired transporter, the alignmentcentering platform accomplishes the task of caskemplacer alignment (subsection 5.12).
The first issue is to define the cask-emplacer
shielding requirements from the standpoint of safety.
It is obvious that doors on the cask and the emplacement hole are mandatory to reduce the dose to permissible levels. Several door options will be analyzed and

Figure 8-1. Cask-Door Interface
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the most suitable designs will be selected. The overall
cask-emplacement procedure will then be described.

6.2.1 Shielding Requirements
Figure 6-1 shows how the canister is moved from
the cask to the emplacement hole.
The radiation, streaming from the moving canister and from the canisters already emplaced in the
hole, propagates isotropically. The shielding shown in
Figure 6-1 will be designed to reduce radiation levels
low enough so that no restrictions on movement of
personnel will be necessary during the entire emplacement cycle.
The tradeoff for the increased safety is a more
complex labyrinth shielding at the interface between
the cask and the main shielding. It is obvious from
Figure 6-1 that two doors are needed: (1) a removable
emplacement hole door, and (2) a removable cask lid.
To select the preferred door options, various door
designs will be considered.

6.2.2 Door Designs
Before analyzing design options, certain assumptions will be made concerning the door parameters:

* Size-A rectangular door for covering the cladding waste emplacement hole has the following
approximate dimensions:
- Length: 80 in.
- Width: 60 in.
- Thickness: 10 in.
* Weight-A composite 80 * 60 * 10 door (60%
lead + 20% steel + 20% polyethylene) weighs
14,000 lb, or 7 tons.

The door sizes and compositions are based on an
allowable dose of 50 mrem/h at the surface.
Now, several options can be considered. They are
presented in Figures 6-2 through 6-7. The simple
sliding door and the plug lid emerge as the most likely
candidates for the emplacer door lid and the cask lid,
respectively. This theme is developed further below.

Figure 6-2. Integral Sliding Door. This door can be moved vertically and horizontally.
The design is simple and straightforward because it has the least number of moving
parts and mechanisms.

LABYRINTH SEAL

Figure 6-3. Plug Lid. This design is simple and provides a
shielding labyrinth, thus reducing the radiation level. On
the negative side, an additional axial movement is required
for complete removal of the lid.
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Figure 6-4. Split Sliding Door. With the maximum door
length of 80 in., this type of door has no merits, compared to
the simple sliding door. In fact, this approach is more
complex because it requires additional mechanisms to move
either half of the door.

Figure 6-8. Hinged Lid. This approach will require an
increase in the depth of the main shield by 40 to 50 in. and
an increase in its weight by about 50%., compared to the
sliding door (Figure 6-2) approach.
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PLAN VIEW

Figure 6-5. Shutter Lid. This approach is feasible, but at
this time it appears that a regular sliding door is a simpler
design because the structure must deal with the cantilevered
nature of this design.
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Figure 6S7. Ball-Type Lid. This approach would also substantially increase the weight of the emplacer by as much as
50%1(. Further, it is unclear how we would open this lid after
the hole, the emplacer, and the cask are coupled together.

6.2.3 Cask-Emplacer Coupling

6.3 Cask Design

After analysis of the various door options and
methods of coupling cask-emplacers, the following
scheme emerges as relatively simple, safe, and reliable;
The procedure consists of three steps:

As mentioned in subsection 4.5, there will be three
casks, i.e., those for
* CHLW (reprocessed), Dwg No. 22-201
* Spent Fuel (BWR and PWR), Dwg No. 22-202
* DHLW and CW, Dwg No. 22-203 (see
Appendix)
The sizes of all three casks differ, but their conceptual design is very similar in all respects and is
shown in Figure 6-12. Each cask is a massive cylindrical container, whose 10-in. wall consists of five concentric layers of the following materials, starting from the
inside: 3/4 in. steel, 6 in. of lead, 1 in. of steel, 1-1/2 in.
of polyethylene, 'and 1 in. of steel. The plug lid fits into
one end and is held in place by two power screws. Two
manually operated latches are used to hold the lid in
place, in addition to the power screws. Four pintles are
designed for cask handling.
When the cask is interfaced with the emplacer, the
lid is moved by two power screws driven by two motors
and speed reducers. While moving forward, the lid
rests on rollers mounted on a massive bracket which is
an integral part of the cask structure. The power
screws are not anchored to the lid, but transmit the
axial force by means of a tongue and groove joint. This
type of connection allows for lifting the cask lid off
after it reaches the hole door. After the canister transfer is complete, when the hole door and the cask lid are
lowered, the lid tongues mate with the screw grooves
again. Then, the power screws return the. lid to the
cask.
During the transporting, the canister rests on
rollers mounted within the cask structure. After the
emplacer and the cask are coupled, both doors are
removed and the powered conveyor (or power screw)
transfers the canister into the emplacement hole.
There, the emplacement mechanism takes over and
moves the canister down the hole for permanent
emplacement.

Step 1-Positioning the Cask (Figures 6-8 and 6-9)
a. Rail-Mounted Gantry-The cask is transferred and the five-axis mechanism fits the
cask's pilot diameter into the main shield
and makes adjustments for the emplacement
hole's angular error as necessary (see subsection 5.11).
b. Eight-Wheeled Vehicle-As the driver backs
up the vehicle toward the emplacement hole,
the underside of the vehicle's mainframe engages with a simple and permanent centering/
alignment system, which ensures that the cask
will ultimately become perfectly aligned with
the door. The system is described in subsection
5.12.
After both the cask lid and the door are removed,
the transfer of the canister from the cask to the
emplacement hole can begin.
As Figutes 6-8 through 6-10 indicate, the shielding
labyrinth between the cask and the ernplacer is maintained during the. entire emplacement cycle and the
radiation dose of 50 mrem/h will not be exceeded.
Thus, no restrictions on the movement of personnel
during the emplacement process are necessary. This
will greatly enhance the safety of the entire operation.
Having determined the interface process, the actual design of the two main components-the emplacer and the cask-can be discussed.
Step 2-Removing the Cask Ud (Figures 6-8 and
6-10)
The plug-type cask lid is removed from the cask
and placed on the emplacement hole door.
Step 3-Removing the Hole's Sliding Door and Cask
Lid (Figures 6-8 and 6-11)
The power screws lift both the hole door and
the cask lid, clearing the way for the canister
emplacement.

6.4 Hole Door Design
(Figure 6-13)
A massive shield, attached to the rib by roof bolts,
protects all personnel from radiation streaming. The
thickness of the shield wall is about 10 in.
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Figure 6-8. Cask-Emplacer Interface
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Figure 6-11. Removal of hlole Door and Cask Lid

Figure 6-10. Removal of the Cask Lid
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The 10-in.-thick door slides up and down and is
guided by the precision surfaces of the shield housing.
Two power screws, driven by electric motors and
speed reducers, lift and lower the door. The door drive
is situated on top of the main shield housing.

consisting of several major steps. The following discussion is presented in the sequence shown on the
logic tree and deals with the rationale for every decision made.

6.5 Canister Emplacement
Options

6.5.1 Canister Support During
Emplacement

It was decided earlier (see subsections 4.3 and 6.1)
that the canisters would be emplaced into 600-ft-long
blind holes.
The decision-making process on the emplacement
options is subdivided into a "logic tree" (Figure 6-14)

Assume the canister is unsupported. In this
approach, the canister is simply pushed into the,
emplacement hole (Figure 6-15).

Figure 8-14. Canister Emplacement Options (Logic Tree)
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Figure 6-15.
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Emplacement of an Unsupported Canister

Advantages
* No structural add-on to the canister
* No hardware left in the hole
Disadvantages:
• High frictional resistance during the emplacement. Assuming a coefficient of friction of 0.45,
the heaviest BWR (6500-lb) canister will require
about 3000 lb of push-in force.
* Scouring of the hole floor, causing problems for
the next canister
* Scouring of the canister surface

* Nonuniform heat transfer due to the single-line
contact between the canister and the hole
On the basis of this analysis we decided that the
canister would be supported during emplacement.

6.5.2 Type of Support During Canister
Emplacement
Two types of support are considered: a selfpropelled dolly (Figure 6-16) and a series of rollers
(Figure 6-17).
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Figure 6-17.

Roller Support for Canister Emplacement
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Self-Propelled Dolly

The idea was to design a small, 7000-lb-capacity,
self-propelled vehicle that would perform the following functions:
* Pick up the canister at entrance of the hole
* Deliver the canister to the emplacement location
* Drop the canister
* Return to the entrance and repeat the emplacement cycle for the next canister
Subsequent analysis of the dolly design showed that
* It proved difficult to design a 7000-lb-capacity
vehicle performing all the aforementioned functions in the limited space available (maximum
height available is only 4 in.; the width is 6 to
8 in.).
* The 600-ft umbilical cord for powering the vehicle is identified as a major potential source of
failures.
* The self-propelled vehicle requires a 600-ft-long
cable for emergency retrieval. This cable must
be stored on a large drum by means of a levelwinder.
* Another drum will be required to store and
level-wind the umbilical cord.
The cumulative effect of all these considerations
1ld to the rejection of the self-propelled vehicle
concept.
In contrast, the concept of roller supports for the
canister held attractive possibilities:
* The supporting rollers can be designed in a 600ft-long structure consisting of 12- to 15-ft segments coupled together (see Figure 6-17).
• The thrust necessary for the emplacement is
reduced conservatively to - 500 lb for the heaviest (6500-lb) BWR canister.
* It is feasible to power the rollers, turning the
design into a 'live roller conveyor.'
Thus, the self-propelled dolly concept was
dropped from further consideration, and only roller
support schemes will be considered.

6.5.3 Shape of the Emplacement Hole
One of the ground rules for this program is that
the emplacement hole will be lined with concrete. The
slipforming process, by which the emplacement hole
will be lined, makes available various hole shapes.
Figure 6-18 shows the proposed shape of the emplacement hole.
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Figure 6-18. Shape of the Emplacement Hole

A round hole is bored at first, and then is slipformed to generate two flat surfaces and a pocket for
mounting the emplacement mechanism and supporting the rollers. After the emplacement hardware is
removed, the canister rests on two flats, and its circumference is concentric with the cylindrical surfaces
of the emplacement and bored holes. Thus, for the
greater part of the circumference, there is a uniform
air clearance between the canister and the hole which
improves the evenness of the heat transfer to the
formation. Dwg 10-100 (15-in.-dia canister), Dwg 10200 (26-in.-dia canister), and Dwg 10-300 (30-in.-dia
canister) (see Appendix) and Figure 6-21 show the
position of the canisters during emplacement and
after the rollers are lowered and removed.

6.5.4 Removability of the
Emplacement Hardware
There are two options for the disposition of the
emplacement hardware (mechanisms, conveyor, etc.):
The hardware can be left in the emplacement hole, or
it can be removed from the emplacement hole.
One of the ground rules established from the
outset was that no hardware should be left in the
emplacement holes after the last canister and the
plugs at the entrance are emplaced. The rationale for
this rule is that the remaining hardware can make
adverse waste retrieval (see subsection 8.2) unfeasible.
Thus, only removable emplacement mechanisms
are considered in future discussions.

6.5.5 Sequencing of Canister
Emplacement
There are two possible sequencing approaches for
canister emplacement:
* Under the individual emplacement sequence,
' every canister is delivered'to its destination
separately (Figure 6-19).
* In the series or train emplacement approach,
each canister is moved to its destination in
increments of one canister length. After the first
canister is emplaced'at the entrance of the hole,
the second one is pushed in, thus displacing the
first canister and taking its place. The third
canister pushes forward the first two, etc. (Figure 6-20) until the emplacement hole is filled.
We investigated the train (series) emplacement
and, on preliminary layouts, found that it was feasible
to design and build the necessary hardware for this
option. The emplacer would consist of either a power
screw arrangement at the entrance of the emplacement hole or a telescopic cylinder having a '15-ft
stroke-1 ft more than the length of the longest (170in.) BWR canister.
However, subsequent analysis revealed that this
option, although mechanically feasible, had certain

drawbacks and was less flexible than the sequential
emplacement because
a. Although a roller support over the entire length
is employed, the thrust force required for emplacement remains high and is much higher
than in the individual emplacement option.
For example, the thrust necessary for emplacement of forty 6500-lb BWR canisters may
reach 26,000 lb if the coefficient of friction is
0.1. This level of thrust load places certain
requirements on the design of the canister
overpack, the geometry of the emplacement
hole, and the in-hole hardware.
b. The grouting that is performed simultaneously
with canister emplace ment is not feasible because the entire conveyor must remain in the
hole until the last canister is emplaced.
c. The sectional conveyor cannot be lowered because lowering cannot begin until the last canister is emplaced. Thus, although recognized as
being mechanically feasible, the train (series)
emplacement option was considered more restrictive than the individual emplacement
method and, therefore, is not being developed
any further at this stage of the, program.
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Figure 6-20. Emplacement of Train (Series) Canister
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6.6 Emplacement of
Individual Canister
The canister emplacement option in Figure 6-14
(Logic Tree) shows two possible methods for
implementation:
Removal of Entire Conveyor-All canisters and
entrance buffer plugs are transferred to their
final destination and emplaced. The entire conveyor is then retrieved from the emplacement
hole.
* Removal of Sectional Conveyor-After a waste
canister is transported to its final destination,
the last-section of the emplacement conveyor is
lowered, the canister is emplaced permanently,
and the entire conveyor is moved one section
toward the entrance of the emplacement hole.
This process is repeated until the emplacement
hole is completely filled with canisters.
Both methods and the conceptual designs of the
hardware for their implementation are addressed in
the next two sections.

6.7 Removal of Entire Conveyor
In this approach, the entire conveyor is left in the
hole until the hole is full of waste canisters. Implicit is
the assumption that if grouting or backfilling of the
hole (around the canisters) is to be performed, it will
be done over the entire 600-ft length, after all canisters are placed and the conveyor is removed from the
emplacement hole.
Among, the advantages cited for leaving the entire
conveyor in the hole are minimal interference with the
frequent arrivals of waste-bearing transporters; maximized "production rate" due to the deferral of conveyor recovery; and ease of accommodating the sequential
emplacement-that is, each canister is positioned in
its final resting place before the emplacement of
another canister.
Two versions are possible within this approach:
* Sectional Lowering-When a canister reaches
its final destination in the 600-ft hole, the conveyor section on which the canister is rolling is
lowered. Then, having lost the conveyor support, the canister settles, under its own weight,
on the haunches of the emplacement hole. This
process is repeated for all subsequent canisters.
* Entire Conveyor Lowering-Having reached its
final destination, the canister remains supported by the corresponding section of the conveyor. The subsequent canister comes to a stop
on the adjacent outby section of the conveyor.
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After the last canister is emplaced, all sections of
the conveyor are lowered simultaneously or
through a domino effect. All canisters then settle, -under their own weight, on the restings
blocks of the emplacement hole.

6.7.1 Lowering of Sectional
Conveyor
In this arrangement the conveyor consists of 40 to
50 identical sections 1 ft longer than the emplaced.
canister. A typical conveyor section consists of three
main systems which work as follows:
1. Frame-A typical section frame consists of two
formed longitudinal channels (Figure 6-21,
item a.) and six cross members (item b.) for
high rigidity. All components are made of highstrength steel. Quick disconnect-type couplings (item c.) are fastened on the ends of the
channels for section joining. A series of conveyor installation rollers (item d.) is mounted
in each of the two main channels to reduce the
force required to insert the conveyor sections
into an emplacement hole.
2. Canister Support and Section-Lowering System-During emplacement, the canister is carried by two series of support rollers (item e.)
mounted -within each. frame channel. The
rollers are. ganged together in each conveyor
section by a collapsible linkage (item f.). This
linkage initially maintains the roller line in an
upper position so that the passing canisters can
clear all portions of the conveyor as well as the
hole lining.
When a canister reaches its final location in the
600-ft-long hole, it trips a single trigger-lever
(item g.) at the inby end of the conveyor section
on which it is rolling. The lever, in turn, allows
the roller linkage to collapse under the weight
of the canister. In so doing, the canister is
lowered onto the corners or haunches of the
keyway, which would be suitably cradle-shaped
to provide a good, lightly stressed, contact area.
Collapse of the roller mechanism would continue through an overcenter linkage (item h.),
thereby providing clearance between the collapsed conveyor and the lowered canister. The
collapse-and-lower cycle of any conveyor section, driven by the presence and the weight of
the canister, performs one additional function:
it mechanically sets and arms the trip lever of
the next outby conveyor section, making it
ready to receive the next canister.

ENDSECTION

Z-PUSNER

SLIDE (1)

Figure 6-21.

Section Conveyor-Lowering Design-Entire Conveyor Removal

3. Canister Propulsion System-Several methods
of canister propulsion have been analyzed and
subsequently rejected because of the following
inherent drawbacks. The methods analyzed
included
* Power Screw-A single revolution of the
screw results in canister travel equal to the
screw pitch. Thus, a 3-in.-dia power screw
with p - 0.5 in. pitch rotated at n = 100 rpm
will produce a canister advance rate of
V = p *n - 0.5 *100 -50-in
min
.1 ft
mm
Thus, to move the canister to the end of a
600-ft hole will take
t - L - 600 = 144 min = 2.4 hr.
V
4.16

Subsequent return of the power nut will take
the same time. The emplacement rate that
resulted was judged unacceptable. High
screw speeds will most likely result in vibrations because of the length (600 ft) of the
screw and the resultant low torsional
stiffness.
* Involute Rack and Pinion-The 0.02-in. accuracy required for the involute mesh to
function properly was considered unfeasible
for a 600-ft borehole.
* Cable Drive-The system was laid out. The
resulting design involves a pulley, located in
the end of a 600-ft hole, which is highly
undesirable because of assembly difficulties.
If the decision is made to emplace the canisters in open holes, it will be worthwhile to
review this method again.
* Powered Rollers-A similar system was actually designed to remove the sectional conveyor (subsection 6.8). It proved unfeasible to
power the rollers and to lower every section
within the given space limitations.
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Eventually, the following concept (Figure 6-22)
emerged as. a simple and reliable alternative. The
subsequent full-scale design layout performed for 30in.-dia CW canisters, which indicates that the proposed propulsion system can be designed within the
given geometrical constraints..
The power is transmitted from the main drive,
situated at the entrance of the emplacement hole, to
the level gearbox that is fastened to the conveyor
section frame. By means of a coupling and a lightweight hollow torque tube, the torque is transmitted
to an identical gearbox in the second conveyor section,
etc., until the torque reaches the gearbox in the last
section.
Each gearbox has a drive sprocket fitted onto its
output shaft.
The canister, which is supported by the rollers, is
forced inby by a pusher moving in a separate slide. A
rack (Figure 6-21, item j.), located at the bottom of the
pusher (item i.), engages with the output sprockets of
the gearboxes. The length of the pusher rack exceeds
the center distance of two adjacent gearboxes by I ft.
Thus, the pusher rack is continuously engaged with at
least one drive sprocket.
The hinged pusher bracket is spring-loaded in
such a way as to allow passage of those canisters being
moved from the cask into the emplacement hole.
The Conceptual design of the conveyor propulsion
system was based on the following specifications:
Thrust force: 1500 lb
Bevel gearbox ratio: 1:1
Drive sprocket pitch diameter: 3 in.
Drive sprocket angular speed: 38 rpm
Canister emplacement speed: 30 -- :

mm

Main drive power: 8 hp
The emplacement cycle works as follows:
* The first canister is transferred from the cask
into the hole.
* The pusher moves the cask to the end of the
hole, where the canister actuates the triggerlever that makes the supporting rollers collapse.
At the same time, the connecting collapsible
linkage arms the trigger-lever of the next outby
conveyor section. In the process, the canister
settles on the haunches of the liner. The direction of the drive rotation is reversed and the
pusher returns to the entrance of the emplacement hole, ready to emplace the next canister.
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The proposed system has many attractive
features:
* It is simple and consists of simple, mechanical
components. There are no hydraulics, hoses, or
wires.
* The canister emplacement is controlled by simple, mechanical logic built into each conveyor
section. The electrical controls are limited to the
main drive motor.
* A high degree of accuracy of the shaped (slipformed) emplacement hole lining is not
required.
* The force pushing the canister is determined by
the ratio of the speed reducer and the diameter
of the sprocket. It also depends on the coefficient of friction and the canister weight.

6.7.2 Lowering of Entire Conveyor
This method is very similar to that described in
subsection 6.7.1, Lowering of Sectional Conveyor.
* The first canister is transferred from the cask
into the emplacement hole.
The pusher moves the canister inby and places it
onto the last conveyor section.
* The direction of the main drive rotation is
reversed and the pusher returns to the hole
entrance, ready to emplace the next canister.
* The pusher emplaces the next canister onto the
conveyor section adjacent to the last one.
This process is repeated until all canisters and
buffer plugs are emplaced.
* The rollers of the conveyor section closest to the
door are lowered by moving the collapsible linkage in an axial outby direction. The first canister
(or buffer plug) settles under its own weight and
actuates axial movement of the collapsible link
in the next outby conveyor section, etc.; the
process is reminiscent of falling dominoes.
The frame design for this system is very similar to
the design described in the previous subsection. The
canister propulsion system for both emplacement
options is identical and consists of the same parts.
The only special feature of this design is the
"collapsible cascading link." The uniqueness of this
concept is that it utilizes the weight of canisters to
obtain a domino effect, and thus reduces to a minimum the axial force required to lower the conveyor.

Figure 6-22. Kinematics of the Canister Emplacement

6.8 Removal of Sectional
Conveyor
This method would permit each canister to be
grouted as it is placed, but it would necessitate the
retraction and recovery of one conveyor section before
the arrival of the next canister. While such an arrangement is definitely possible; the predicted bottleneck at
the entrance of the hole would adversely affect production rate, as would the repetitious delay for grouting each canister one at a time.
This procedure involves the following steps:
a. The canister is translated from the cask onto
the emplacement conveyor after the hole door
and the cask lid are removed.
b. The emplacement conveyor transfers the waste
canister to its final destination.
c. The last section of the conveyor is lowered and
the canister is emplaced permanently.
d. The whole conveyor is moved toward the entrance of the emplacement hole, and one conveyor section is retrieved and disengaged from
the rest of the conveyor.
Several versions of this method are feasible. While
they are conceptually similar, they may employ differ-
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ent types of drives, such as power conveyor, cable
drive, rack and pinion, etc.
The Power Conveyor version based on a chain
drive was conceptually developed and laid out
(Appendix Dwg No. 32-000). The system consists of 40
identical "power" sections and a single "emplacement"
section at the inby end.
In a typical power section, the canister is supported on one side by a series of idle rollers mounted
in the section structure. On the'other side, the canister
is carried by roller chains from one powered section to
another until it reaches the emplacement section. All
powered sections of the conveyor are driven from a
single'drive located at the entrance of. the hole. The
torque from the main drive is transmitted to the first
carrying chain through a bevel gearbox and a sprocket
on the output shaft of the gearbox. From the first
bevel box, the torque is transmitted by a shaft and two
couplings to a similar box on the second powered
section, etc. Upon reaching the last powered section,
the canister is transferred to the emplacement section.
After the moving canister actuates the trigger, the
supports collapse and the canister lowers under its
own weight until it reaches the flats. Then, the whole
conveyor is moved one section outby, and the
emplacement process is repeated.

7. Overall Waste Transporting and Emplacement
Thus far, we have discussed the requirements and
specifications for waste transport/emplacement hardware, as well as a description of each of the materialhandling stages involved. All the ingredients for a
successful. system are in place, and it is possible to
construct overall approaches to waste emplacement.
In the next subsections we will discuss, in detail,
the following emplacement approaches:
a. A combined transporter/emplacer system, consisting of a single rubber-tired vehicle that
performs both the transportation and the emplacement functions
b: A separate system, comprising the rubber-tired
transporter for the main entries, submains and
crosscuts, and the rail-mounted emplacer gantry operating in the storage rooms

7.1 Combined Rubber-Tired
Transporter/Emplacer Vehicle
In this approach, one single transporter performs
the following functions:
a. The transporter carries the shielded cask in
which the waste canister is transported. The
cask contains all the necessary shielding, cooling, or other support systems necessary to
move a canister safely or to store it temporarily.
b. The vehicle mates with the hot-cell door to
receive the canister.
c. It transports the canister in its cask from the
hot cell all the way to the emplacement hole
door.
d. The vehicle acts as an emplacer by docking
with the emplacement hole door and inserting
the canister into the hole.
Let us now look at a typical transport/
emplacement cycle using this combined transporter/
emplacer concept.
To receive a canister from the hot cell, the driver
backs up until the transporter is within 20 ft of the
hot-cell door. At this point, it does not have to be
perfectly aligned with the door as long as it is within
24 in. of the door centerline. As the driver continues to
back up, the underside of the vehicle mainframe
engages with a simple and permanent centering/
alignment system, which ensures that the cask will
ultimately become perfectly aligned with the door.

The centering/alignment system consists of a platform that contains a series of support rollers positioned to engage along the full length of the underside
of the vehicle chassis. As the vehicle 'climbs" onto
these rollers, its weight is transferred from the springy
tires to the fixed rollers. The comer wheels of the
vehicle will be lifted free of the platform, leaving only
the four lower center tires engaged. Most of the
vehicle/cask weight will then be borne directly and
rigidly through the chassis to the low-friction alignment rollers in the platform. Just enough weight will
remain on the four center tires to retain traction,
hence locomotion, and the cask will be accurately and
repeatedly positioned in the vertical axis.
Lateral and angular alignment is achieved simply
through additional fixed guide ribs or rollers that
progressively center the transporter as it backs up.
Once the cask on the transporter is engaged with the
hot-cell door fume, the canister-loading cycle can
begin. (The reverse cycle-canister unloading-is
described later.)
After, the canister is loaded into. the cask, the
transporter travels to the emplacement hole. In the
process, the transporter will
i travel up the inclined main entry (up to 2000 ft)
at 6 to 8 mph, until it reaches the storage room;
* make a 90° turn into the storage room;
* travel down the storage room until it reaches the
emplacement hole alcove;
* drive forward and make a 900 turn into an
alcove opposite the destined emplacement hole;
and
. without turning, back straight across the room
into the designated alcove until the cask has
mated with the door, and prepare for canister
transfer.
A number of aspects of the above cycle deserve
special attention:
* Only during the initial loading and final emplacement stages does the canister 'change
hands"; at all other times, it remains stationary
in a protective cask.
* The emplacement hole doors are situated in
alcoves recessed - 15 ft into the room wall. This
is required to allow the transporter to turn and
dock 900 to the room centerline-a maneuver it
can easily perform because of its skid-steering
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capability-while still retaining a relatively narrow room width over the many miles of room
length.
* Once the transporter is in the transverse position, it backs straight towards the emplacement
hole.

7.2 Separate Rubber-Tired
Transporter with Rail-Mounted
Emplacer Gantry
The combined rubber-tired transporter/emplacer
vehicle just described is simple and effective in its
design. However, from the field of alternate concepts,
one should at least consider the combination of a
rubber-tired transporter for the inclined main entries
and a rail-mounted emplacer gantry. This issue is
viable where
* The additional rock volume excavated and the
added roof exposure created by the alcoves are
not desirable from a roof control standpoint.
* There is a desire to optimize the modes of transport for inclined and level portions of the transport cycle.
*The amount of diesel-generated exhaust, particularly in the emplacement rooms, is to be kept
minimal for ventilation reasons (rail-mounted
systems are -more energy -efficient).
There is near-total aversion to backing up a
loaded rubber-tired transporter.
As conceived, the system consists of a rubbertired transporter, possibly similar in appearance to
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the combined transporter/emplacer vehicle except
that the cask is removable from the mainframe. Alternate vehicle concepts include more traditional, articulated designs, with the tractor at one end and the cask
at the other. The transport and emplacement cycle
again starts, with the transporter aligning itself with
the hot-cell door. After the canister' is loaded, the
driver heads for the active storage room.
The rail-mounted emplacer gantry-which looks
somewhat like a straddled crane-sits astride the
intersection between the haulageway and the emplacement room. Upon arrival at the intersection, the
transporter operator drives through the gantry, then
stops with the cask positioned such that two sets of
lifting arms can remove the cask from the transporter.
Perfect alignment of transporter and emplacer is not
necessary because the lift mechanism on the gantry
has 5 degrees of freedom, i.e., horizontal (travel),
vertical, axial; and two angular adjustments. Clearly,
these attitude-control features are also required to
align the cask with the emplacement hole.
With the cask firmnly held by the gantry lift arms,
the transporter, now without cask, moves from under
the gantry and returns to the hot cell, or waits to
accept an empty cask. The gantry, in the meantime,
travels on rails carrying the cask to the emplacement
hole where it aligns and mates the cask with the
emplacement hole-door. Once 'mated, the' final. emplacement process, described earlier, is performed.
When final emplacement is completed, the gantry
returns to the intersection to unload the now empty
cask onto an empty transporter and accepts a loaded
cask from the next transporter.
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8. Waste Retrieval
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The Nuclear Waste Terminal Storage (NWTS)
program's position on retrievability requires that "the
geologic repository operations area shall be designed,
constructed, and operated in a manner that incorporates, as a planned contingency, the ability, to retrieve
the inventory of wastes."
The NWTS retrievability decision flowchart
shows that actual waste emplacement on a commercial
scale is preceded by lengthy, elaborate, multistep test
demonstrations, and a decision-making process designed to prevent the necessity for retrieval. It is
unlikely that emplaced wastes will need to be retrieved, but the position paper further states that "it is
prudent and necessary to plan for this contingency."
Consequently, the retrieval situation has been considered on a planned contingency basis.
As applied to the multiple, horizontal waste storage method, canister retrieval basically entails the
consideration of two approaches: normal retrieval and
adverse retrieval.
Normal retrieval is feasible if the canistersae
gafd or backJ1d in the hole and if the integrity of

emplacement hole and its lining remains intact. In

this case, the operating sequence for retrieval becomes
i~k~Pbasically the inverse of the emplacement scheme, and
the same or similar hardware is employed.
Adverse retrieval becomes feasible if the waste
wAcanisters must be excavated in order to be retrieved.
This occurs if the canisters have been grouted or if the
emplacement hole has lost its integrity. The system
ft}
bl currently envisioned for adverse retrieval includes a
large core drill, driven by a rotating drill string from a
drive unit located in the emplacement room.
Each retrieval approach will be described further
.J q ofin the following subsections.
14 ,
;%

.1 Normal Retrieval

4
1

.

All transporter and cask hardware used during
emplacement, including hole doors and docking platforms, is reused in reverse in the normal retrieval
mode. The only subsystem that changes significantly
is the in-hole canister conveyor.* The powered roller
cnnveyor used for retrieval would employ a special

*One exception to this is when there is a need to drill out any
.permanent" seal plugs that may have been put in the hole.

'inby section having a remotely operated capability to
jack or lift a canister. None of the outby sections need
to be collapsible, as they simply propel the canister
out to the waiting transporter cask. After a canister is
retrieved, the inby section is collapsed and one conveyor section is added at'the hole door as the entire
conveyor is pushed into the hole-a distance equal to
one conveyor section. This places the inby-lifting section under the next canister to be retrieved. When the'
entire hole is emptied, the conveyor is recovered and
reused.
As with the emplacement conveyor, the retrieval
conveyor is envisioned as a purely mechanical system
with no down-hole electronics or hydraulics. This is
particularly important in retrieval for two reasons:
First, it is presumed that we would not be retrieving
waste unless it had to be retrieved, so reliability is
paramount. Secondly, a retrieval operation conducted
some'years after emplacement will encounter a more
hostile environment, including in-hole rock temperatures of up to 250'C.

8.2 Adverse Retrieval
If adverse retrieval is initiated, special transporters, hole doors, and docking platforms will be needed
in addition to the core drill. New features required in
this area include larger openings (the core barrel is
bigger than the canister), longer and larger diameter
casks, vacuum pipe provisions through the hole door
for removal of cuttings, and more brute force for
extracting the core barrel. Before discussing the proposed adverse retrieval approach, we will outline the
specific features of the retrieval equipment required
for adverse retrieval.
Retriever Transporter-It is similar in concept,
but not in detail, to the emplacement transporter. The
cask carried by the retrieval transporter is considerably larger and heavier, since the core barrel may be
about 12 in. larger in diameter than the canister it
contains, and several feet longer. This added weight,
plus the weight of the overcored material (grout), will
bring the maximum loaded core barrel weight to about
16,000 lb. With no roller conveyor in the hole to assist,
more brute force is needed to pull the core barrel into
the transporter cask. This is accomplished with the
use of a crosshead driven by twin lead screws within
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the retriever transporter cask. The screws bring the
crosshead, or rather its core barrel gripper, into contact with the rear of the core barrel. A rotary gripper is
designed to engage the normal drill string threads on
the rear of the core barrel, but other means such as a
pintle could also be used, depending on the details of
the overcore barrel design. Another distinctive feature
of the retriever transporter is the split sliding door
employed in the cask instead of the lid plug used in the
emplacement version. However, the supporting structure of the split door has a pilot diameter similar to
the emplacement cask to provide for a labyrinth-type,
radiation-tight seal during the retriever-mating with
the door arrangement.
Retriever Door Arrangement (Figure 8-1)-The
main shield design is similar to the emplacement
version of the arrangement, whereas the retriever uses
a different door concept. The main hole split sliding
door moves horizontally. When both halves are closed,
tongue and groove joints generate labyrinth-type
seals, thus providing a radiation-tight joint.
The secondary door is also a horizontal; split
sliding-type with two semicircular holes for holding
the drill string and the vacuum suction pipes
(Figure 8-1).
Since both doors move horizontally, the height of
the retriever door is only 10 ft and its width is - 12 ft.
The emplacement door is - 13 ft high and 10 ft wide.
The weight of both door arrangements is -80,000 lb.
Overcore Drill-The drill end has built-in shielding designed to reduce the radiation dose to
50 mrem/h. Thus, when the overcore drill is in the hole
and the main hole door is open, the allowable radiation dose will not be exceeded.

and overcore material are removed from the core
barrel and handled according to waste retrieval plans.
The core barrels are decontaminated in this facility, if
necessary, then they are serviced and recycled back to
the core drill machine.
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Figure 8-1. Initial Retrieval Setup. The retrieval door
arrangement shows the main shield and both split, sliding
doors-main and secondary.

Figure 8-2. Docking of Retrieval Transporter. The
alignment/docking platform (conceptually similar to the
one described in the emplacement process) is employed to
obtain proper alignment of the cask and the main shield.

In-Hole Hardware-None can be used because
adverse retrieval is initiated when the canisters either
have been grouted or the hole has lost its integrity.
The following describes and illustrates the proposed adverse retrieval scheme (Figures 8-1
through 8-17).
After the overcore barrel is pulled into the
cask and all doors are closed, the retrieval transporter
then undocks from the hole and makes the trip to a
retrieval reprocessing facility in the repository.
The now-familiar docking and shielding process is
repeated at this hot cell, which receives the entire core
barrel with its canister. The transporter is then returned empty to recover another core/barrel canister.
Within the retrieval reprocessing facility, the canister
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Figure 8-3. Retrieval Transporter With All Doors Opened.
All doors are split-type and move in separate, machined

slides driven by power screws.

Figure 8-4. Insertion of Core Barrel. The core barrel is
transferred from the cask to the hole; then the power gripper
is disengaged from the core barrel and is retracted back into
the cask.

Figure 8-7. The Core Barrel and Drill String Are Coupled

Figure 8-5. View of Transporter Driving Away, With All
Doors Closed

Figure 8-8. Core Barrel/Drill String. The core barrel/drill
string joint is tightened, and the vacuum tube is hooked up
to the core barrel.

Figure 8-6. Insertion of Drill String. After the retriever
transporter is driven away, the mobile drill moves in and
inserts a section of the drill string into the secondary door
hole.

Figure 8-9. Canister Is Overcored. The overcoring process
begins, and the additional drill string segments and vacuum
tubes are joined to reach the emplaced canister.
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Figurs8.10. Core Barrel Is Pulled Out. When the core dril
has finished overcpring a particular canister, the entire drill
string is withdrawn until the core barrel is just inside the
secondary hole door.

Figure 8-13. Core Barrel Is Available for RetrievaL. At this
point, the drill string is decoupled from the core barrel, fully
withdrawn, and the entire core drill machine is temporarily
removed from the immediate area to make room for the
retrieval transporter. Radiation doors are closed at this
time.

Figure 8-11. The Core Barrel With Core Plug Inside Is
Positioned for Final Retrieval Behind the Main Hole Door.
The threaded joint is loosened up.

Figure 8.14. Retrieval Transporter Is Docked and Both
Doors Are Opened

Figure 8.12. The Drill String Is Decoupled From the Core
Barrel and the Main Hole Door Is Closed

Figure 8.15. Core Barrel Is Gripped. Once the core barrel is
gripped, the crosshead in the cask is activated to draw the
core barrel into the cask.
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Figure 8-16. Core Barrel Is Pulled Into the Cask

Figure 8-17. All Doors Are Closed and the Transporter Is
Driven Away
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9. Safety Considerations
In a project associated with nuclear waste disposal, safety considerations are of paramount importance. It is inevitable that safety features of the proposed installation will be heavily scrutinized by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission and will undergo
extensive public review. The perception of the degree
of safety for the various proposed nuclear waste disposal schemes is likely to be one of the important
factors in the final decision on the preferred method of
nuclear waste disposal.
Since safety in a nuclear installation is a multifaceted problem, encompassing such diverse areas as
quality assurance, personnel training, proper procedures, reporting, etc., this discussion will be limited to
those aspects of safety related to the mechanical
design of the equipment for the transporting and
emplacement of nuclear waste.
Two broad categories of safety have been recognized from the outset of the program:
* Radiation Protection-This analysis includes
preliminary shielding' calculations for the three
conceived transport casks. The shielding was
designed to reduce the radiation dose rate
(gamma and neutrons) at the surface of the cask
to <50 mrem/h. Additional shielding was specified for the transporter cab to reduce the
radiation dose to the drivers to <1 rem/yr
(0.5 mrem/h).
* Mechanical Design Safety-This area encompasses safety features built into the design of
various mechanical systems and components for
the proposed equipment, such as redundant systems, manual overrides, vehicle safety, etc.
The safety problems of waste transporting and
emplacement were considered in great detail and are
discussed next.

9.1 Waste Transporter
For the convenience of discussion, the waste
transporter is subdivided into two principal systems:
vehicle and casks.
The following subsections explain both aspects of
the safety, nuclear, and mechanical operations of
these systems.

9.1.1 Vehicle
Safety considerations associated with a cask carrying nuclear waste influenced heavily the vehicle
configuration and design:
Running Gear
Dual Controls-We decided that two drivers are
needed in the cab, to enhance safety. Consequently, the vehicle is equipped with dual controls for the two most vital functions: braking
and steering. The width required of the cab
could be attained only by locating the diesel
engine behind the cab, which increased the
length of the vehicle. But the 9-ft-wide cab that
resulted from this arrangement can easily
accommodate both drivers, the required controls, and all auxiliary equipment.
* Braking Ability-Fail-safe brakes will be capable of a full dead stop from 15 mph on a 10%
grade within 30 ft, which exceeds the 100-ft
specifications requiremrent.
* Communication-Two-way radio and CCTV
will be provided.
* Tires-All eight tires will have Runflats or
foam-filled tires-for example, those made by
Hutchinson Core Company of Bronx, NY.
General Vehicle'Safety Features
Generally speaking, the waste transporter is an
off-highway vehicle and is required to have many
safety features common to all vehicles of this type,
namely
* High/low beams
. Wide-view mirrors on both sides of the cab
* Slip-resistant step
* Human-engineered cab
* Windshield wipers
* Falling Objects Protective Structure (FOPS)
* Turn and stop signals
* Backup sound signal
* Horn
* Safety belts
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Drivers' Radiation Protection

The cab of the waste transporter will have shielding in addition to the cask shielding surrounding the
waste canister. This shielding will reduce the exposure
of the transporter drivers to <1 rem/yr, or 0.5
mrem/h, assuming a 2000-h year.
The following equation was used to determine the
exposure of the transporter drivers while in the cab:
n

DTm
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(9.1)

where
Figure 9-1. Transporter Cab Shielding
DTOT
DI,
D.
Bi(x)
pa

x;
;
r,
r

- dose rate in transporter cab caused by
neutrons and gamma radiation
- dose rate at surface of cask caused by
gamma radiation
. dose rate at surface of cask caused by
neutrons
- gamma dose buildup factor in the ith
shield material
density of ith material
mass attenuation coefficient of ith
material
- thickness of ith shield
-=relaxation length for fast neutrons in
the ith shield material
^ radius of cask shield
= distance from canister to cab.
5.

The factor (r,/r) 2 is the geometric dose-reduction factor and accounts for the spherical spreading of radiation emanating from the canister.
The dose rates D) and D,, are calculated in subsection 9.1.2 and are both on the order of 25 mrem/h.
The resulting shielding requirements (Figure 9-1) are
based on the assumption that the transporter drivers
will be -6 ft from the end of the cask. No shielding
credit is taken for any intervening structures such as
engine, guards, etc.
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The expected dose rate is

(9 253 )e{2.54
(2.54 x 4.5

+ 25e

10

(7.81(0.08) 43.0)

vIS X 4.3w

6

D~m = (0.11 (2.12 + 2.341 = 0.48 mrem/h
This will result in a total driver radiation dose
of 0.96 rem/yr, assuming conservatively 2000 h of
exposure.
At the moment it is unclear which regulatory
agency or combination of agencies (NRC, DoT,
MSHA) has the authority to determine the safety
features required on a nuclear waste transporter. After
the authority of a particular agency is established,
additional safety features will be added as required by
this agency.

9.1.2 Casks
This discussion deals with shielding calculations
for three types of casks. spent fuel (BWR and PWR),
CHLW, and DHLW. The preliminary shield design
was obtained by hand calculations, using equations

cited in this section. The design is of preliminary
nature and should be optimized using computer codes
that can help to model more closely the cask geometry
and radiation attenuation.
This section also eovers several mechanical features that were. incorporated in the cask designs to
enhance their safety.

9.1.2.1 Cask Radiation Shielding Design
The casks for each of the waste canisters considered incorporate shielding that reduces the radiation
dose at the surface of the cask to <50 mrem/h. Figure
9-2 shows a typical cross section of the shield. The

shield has been designed to attenuate both gamma
and neutron radiation emanating from the canisters.
The shield is composed of two types of material: heavy
metals which provide gamma shielding and neutron
scattering, and low atomic-weight materials which
slow down and capture the neutrons. The neutrons
that are being shielded originate from (a,n) reactions
in the waste and typically have energies >2 MeV.
Scattering, particularly that caused by inelastic collisions with the heavy metal nuclei, reduces the neutron
energy to a level of >0.5 MeV, a level at'which the
scattering and absorption cross sections of the neutron shielding material are significant.
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-
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NEUTRON SCATTERING
-

Y SHIELD AND NEUJTRON
SCATTERING

STRUCTURAL Yr SHIELD,NEUTRON SCATTERING

Figure 9-2. Typical

Shield Cross Section
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In the typical shield shown in Figure 9-2, the inner
cylinder of steel and lead provides gamma shielding
and neutron scattering. The borated polyethylene
slows down and captures the scattered neutrons. The
hydrogen in the polyethylene provides most of the
slowing down and the boron (predominantly B' 0) captures the slow neutrons. Each capture of a neutron by
B'0 results in a 0.5-MeV gamma which must be shielded. Thus, the thickness of the outer structural steel
shell of the shield is determined by the need to attenuate the capture gammas.
Just as the different geometries of the waste canisters required different cask designs, the different radiation source terms require different shield designs for
each waste type. The specifics of the shield designs for
each of the three casks are discussed in the following
sections. The source terms and waste canister geometries used in these designs were furnished by
Sandia Laboratories' at the initiation of this study
and are shown in Table 9-1.
9.1.2.1.1 Spent-Fuel Cask Shield

The source term for PWR spent-fuel waste
(Table 9-1) was used to. determine the shielding requirements of the spent-fuel cask. We assume that the
entire neutron dose rate is caused by fast neutrons and
that all gamma radiation is in the 1: to 2-MeV range.
These assumptions are. conservative in that they' require all neutrons to be slowed down before absorption and place all the gamma radiation at the high end
of the energy range expected-at an energy where the
cross sections of lead and iron are close to their
minimums.
The shielding was sized to reduce the surface dose
of gammas to 25 mrem/h and that from fast neutrons
to 25 mrem/h. We assumed that essentially all fast

neutrons, slowed to energies <0.5 MeV, will be absorbed in the shield; thus, slow neutrons do not contribute to the radiation dose.
The neutron, attenuation required was. determined, using the following equation and treating canister as an infinite cylinder

(r
D

e)
_

l)

where
Do
D
r,
r.
Xi
Ai

. surface dose from neutron flux at the surface of the canister
= surface dose from neutron flux at surface of
the shield
- radius of canister
- radius of shield
- thickness of the ith shield
= relaxation length for fast neutrons in the
ith shield material.

The ratio (rj/r,) is the geometric dose-reduction
factor and accounts for the reduction in dose rate as
one moves further from the source.
We determined the gamma-shielding requirements by using the followizig equation:

D -D. (r)

BI (xe

i

Table 9-1. Canister Source Terms and
Geometries

Waste Type
PWR
BWR Spent Fuel
CHLW
DHLW
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(9.2)

Dimensions
(in.)
15 OD X 158.5
15 OD X 170.5
15 OD X 143.0
26 OD x 120.0

SurfaceDose Rate
y
7
(rem/h) (rem/h)
4,900
2
4,300
1
51,000
23
3,000
2

(93)

where
D, D., rc, r,, and xi are as previously defined, and
Bi(x) = gamma dose buildup factor in the ith
shield material
= density of ith material
= mass attenuation coefficient of ith
material.

For the shield shown in Figure 9-3, and using the
PWR-spent-fuel gamma dose rate of 4.9 X 106
mrem/h, the gamma dose rate at the surface of the
shield will be
D = (4.9 X 106 mrem/h) (7.5)(3.9)(2.1)e5(2.54x7.8)(006)
.4.75(2.54)(11.35)(0.07)

In determining the gamma shielding requirements, it is necessary to consider both the gammas
originating in the waste canister and the capture
gammas originating from the B' 0 (n, -y)B"I reactions in
the borated polyethylene shield. These captive gammas will have an energy of 0.5 MeV and will be
shielded only by the outer steel jacket. The dose rate
caused by capture gammas is easily determined, using.
neutron and gamma flux to dose-rate conversion
graphs like those found by Rockwell 7 and by assuming
that all the neutrons emanating from the canister are
captured by B'0 .
Figure 9-2 shows the shield required by the spent
fuel canister. The following calculation shows that the
expected dose rate at the surface for the shield is
45 mrem/h.
Gamma Shleldir..
The unshielded, capture gamma dose rate would
-17
mrem/h. Assuming a 1-in.-thick outer steel
be
jacket, this would be reduced to
(9.4)

D = D. BF. e-"')Fe

D = 6.7 mrem/h (fission product gammas).,
For the same shield, the surface dose rate caused by
neutrons will be
r(2.5U54) + 5.75)(2.s4) +12 25142.501

D = (75) (2000 mrem/h)e- L

6

9
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D = 27.6 mrem/h (neutrons).
9.1.2.1.2 Commercial, High-Level-Waste Cask
Shield
The technique described in subsection 9.1.2.1 was
used to size the CHLW cask shield. Figure 9-4 shows
the CHLW cask shield design. The dramatic increase
in size of this shield over the spent-fuel shield is due to
the large neutron source term associated with the
CHLW. The polyethylene neutron shield is -1-ft
thick; only the outer 3 in. of this material needs to be
borated. The high neutron flux also affects the shielding required for capture gammas; in this case the
thickness of the outer steel jacket has been increased
from 1 to 2.5 in. The resulting surface dose rates are

D = (17 mrem/h)(2.1)e 7.8)(O06)254)
= 10.9 mem/h (capture gammas).

D (fission product gammas)
D (capture gammas)
D (neutrons)

5 mrem/h
20 mrem/h
25 mrem/h
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Figure 9-3. Spent Fuel Cask Shield
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9.1.2.2 Mechanical Design Safety
Several features were incorporated into the cask
design exclusively for safety purposes:
* The plug lid and the cask are mated in a labyrinth-type joint to prevent radiation streaming.
* The cask conveyor drive, located outside the
shielded volume, has provisions for manual
override.
. In addition to the two power screws that hold
the plug lid in place, there are two manuallyoperated latches. Thus, if one of the power
screws fails, the latches will prevent the lid from
moving axially.
* Both' lid power screw drives have manual
overrides.

9.2 Waste Emplacement
Figure 9-4. CHLW Cask Shield

9.1.2.1.3 Defense, High-Level-Waste Cask Shield

The technique described in the beginning of subsection 9.1.2.1 was used to size the DHLW cask shield
shown in Figure 9-5. The resulting surface dose ratesare
D (fission product gammas)
D (capture gammas)
D (neutrons)

,ONLW
CANISTER (26 in.

15 mrem/h'
10 mrem/h
25 mrem/h

EM3

STEEL (I In.)

FEI POLYETHYLENE (4 In.)
S
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Figure 9-5. DHLW Cask Shield
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The emplacer shielding was designed employing
the same design criteria used for the transporter casks
(i.e., 50-mrem/h surface dose rate). Calculations similar to those presented in subsection 9.1.2.1 were used
to determine both gamma and neutron shielding requirements. For these calculations, we assumed that
the waste canister spanned the emplacer. The require~d shielding is essentially' the same as that required for the casks.'The emplacer shield has provi-.
sions' for mating with the transporter. These
provisions include a labyrinth shield around the transfer point, which eliminates the radiation streaming
paths that could result from transporter-emplacer
misalignment.
The emplacer also includes the door that shields
personnel from the radiation emanating from the
stored canisters when the transporter is not present.
The shielding design of this door was determined in
the same manner as the cask shielding (see subsection
9.1.2.1). We conservatively assumed that a waste canister was located immediately behind the door (i.e.,
the canister had not been moved to its final storage
position).
Besides the shielding, there are two mechanisms
that are also part of the emplacer. the hole door drive
(which lowers and raises the door), and the emplacement conveyor located within the emplacement hole.
The door drive incorporates an arrangement that
allows manual raising and/or lowering of the door in
case of an emergency. The emplacement conveyor is
situated within the 600-ft emplacement hole and thus
represents no safety hazard. However, special handling equipment will be required to handle conveyor
sections and insert them into the emplacement hole.

10. Cost Analysis
Cost estimates have been made for all major components of the proposed system, namely,
* waste transporter
* door arrangement
* in-hole conveyor
* docking/alignment platform
and include capital, labor, and. operating costs. We
assumed a marked-up labor rate of $57/h for all
categories of labor. The estimates for setup and
teardown include only mechanical assembly and
disassembly-the hole has been prepared, all anchor
bolts have been installed, concrete work has been
completed, etc. All estimates are based on 20 years,
50,000 operating hours of the repository operation and
are expressed in constant 1983 dollars. Since this
analysis is based on a conceptual design and thus
includes some general assumptions, the costs presented are rough preliminary estimates.

1. 1 Waste Transporter
For the convenience of capital cost estimates, the
'waste transporter is subdivided into two major systems: undercarriage and cask. (See Table 10-1 for a
summary of waste transporter costs.)

Table 10-1. Waste Transporter Summary
of Costs

The cost analysis of the undercarriage is based on
costs of its major components (Table 10-2). An average cask cost is based on its weight (Table 10-3). Table
10-4 shows the total operating costs for the waste
transporter.

Table 10-2. Undercarriage-Rough
Preliminary Estimate of Cost to Build
Eight-wheel undercarriage 8W100 with
two crossmembers
Additional welded structures (the cab,
its supporting structure, doors, steps,
Falling Objects Protective Structure
(FOPS), shock-absorbing bumpers, engine
guard, etc.)
Caterpillar 3408 mobile unit
(industrial turbocharged after cooled;
diesel 475 hp, including 'all accessories)
Hydraulic equipment.
(pumps, motors, pump drives,
hoses and nipples, filters, tank, etc.)
Instrumentation and controls
Assembly labor and debugging
(mechanical and hydraulical assembly,
tests, etc.)
Contingency and miscellaneous

$136,000
38,000

37,000

43,000

15,000

35,000
$304,000
46,000

(20-Year Period, 50,000 Operating Hours)
Expenditure
Items
Initial
Labor
Operating
(fuel, maintenance)

Costs

($)

Costs Per
Operating Hour

($/h)

660,000
9,484,800

13.20
189.70

1.245,696
11,390,496

24.91
227.81

*Costs associated with NRC approval are not included in

this amount because of the preliminary character of the
estimate.
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Table 10-3. Rough Preliminary Estimate of
Cost to Build Cask
Weight Distribution for an Average Cask
Mechanisms
(power conveyor, rollers, lid
removal, manual overrides)
Lead shielding
Steel shielding and structures
Polyethylene

(lb)
2,000

42,000
16,000
2,000
62,000

Cost
Mechanisms
Lead shielding
(certified lead)
Steel shielding and structures
Polyethylene shielding
(borated silicone)
Machining
(labyrinth, facing, mounting holes,
installation of mechanism)
Assembly, test, and debugging

$ 20,000
59,000
78,000
19,000

36,000

28,000

$240,000
Contingency and miscellaneous
(inflation, commodities prices
fluctuation, transportation, etc.)
$310,000*
'Costs associated with NRC certification or approval are
not included in this amount because of the preliminary
character of the estimate.
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Table 10-4. Nuclear Waste Transporter Operating Costs
(50,000 Hours During 20-Year Period)
Constant 1983 Dollars

Cost
Categorie

uel

gal/hr

1.10/ga l

Bate
(S/hr)

Cost
(S)

Preventive maintenance

I year

1.250

42

5

7

2.J94

Major overhaul

3 years

1.000

100

5

7

S,700

10 years

28.000

40

57

2.280

-

Preventive maintenance

500 he

2.000

6

Najor overhaul

2 years

3.000

40

S yare

6.000

k

Pums and motor
repiacesient

e

Ssic structure

10 years

5

-

550.000

2.644

20

72.880

16.700

2

33.400

30.200

1

20*2"0
231.805

-

7

342

2.342

99

37

2.280

10.280

2

20.360

2.850

5.850

3

26.530

25.000

20

5

7

1.140

26.140

1

26.140

-

_-

a

X

Preventive maintenance

I year

1.500

40

J

Major overhaul

S years

9.000

40

_

_-

S300

40

-

-

57

456

11.456

3

34.368

5

7

2;280

31780

t9

71.820

5

7

2.280

11.280

2

22.560

37

2.230

1.790

-

_
-

20

7S.600

overhaul

S years

8.000

s0

57

4. S60

12. 60

2

2S.120

_COplete replaceeent

10 years

20,000

so

57

4.560

24.500

1

24.560

8,320

37

474.240

474.240

20

9.484.300

.ajor

Drivers/operators

I year

Overall
Costs
Over
20 Uses

7

11.000

aintatnAnce

Numer of
Periods
Over
20 years

5

S years

Preventive

*

Cost
Per
Period
(S3

0

Tire* replacenet

3asic hield and lid

Labor

tim
Required
(hre

k0

Hoses
replaceSent
|

iaterials/
Spare
Part&
$)

Dieel fu l

_qins repiacee.nt

"a

Period
(everyl

t

operators
fl-time

-

total7

10.2 Door Arrangement
The capital cost estimates are based on weight
distribution among major components of the system
(Tables 10-5 and 10-6). The cost to build the door,
based on its total weight, is $5/lb (Table 10-6). This
cost per pound is the same as that to build a cask.
Table 10-7 presents the door system assembly/tear
down costs. Operating costs of the door system are
summarized in Table 10-8. The total costs are summarized in Table 10-9.

10.3. In-Hole Emplacement
Conveyor
For the purposes of this estimate the system comprises 50 identical sections, each 12 ft long, and the
main drive. The total costs are summarized in Table
10-10. Estimates of the cost to build, the hardware
costs, hardware assembly tear-down costs and the
operating costs of the in-hole emplacement conveyor
are shown in Tables 10-10 through 10-14.
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Table 10-5. Door System Weight
Weight Distribution of Main Shield
Lead shielding (5.5 in. thick)
Steel shielding and structures
Polyethylene

(lb)
44,000
18,000
1,000
63,000

Weight Distribution of Sliding Door
Lead shielding (5.5 in. thick)
Steel shielding and structures
Polyethylene

10,800
4,100
300
15,200.

Mechanisms,
Speed reducers (right and left)
(including power screws)
Central speed reducer
(including two shafts)

1,800
800
2,600

Electrical motor and controls
Total door system
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200
81,000

Table 10-6. Door System-Rough Preliminary Estimate of Costs
Main Shield
Lead shielding
Steel shielding and structures
Polyethylene shielding
(borated silicone)
Machining (speed reducer pads,
mounting holes, door slides, etc.)

$62,000
88,000
8,500
42,000
$200,500

Sliding Door
Lead shielding
Steel shielding and structures
Polyethylene shielding
(borated silicone)
Machining (slides, mounting holes, etc.)

$15,000
20,000'
2,600
14.000
51,600

Mechanisms
Electric Motors and Controls
Assembly and Debugging
Contingency and Miscellaneous

26,000
6,000
35,000
85,900
$405,000*

*Costs associated with NRC certification or approval are not included in this amount
because of the preliminary character of the estimate.
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Table 10-7. Door System Assembly/Tear Down Costs*

-

24

-

-

~~~~~~Cycles

-

Labor

Labor

Time
hr

Number of

Tear/Down

Installation

Cost

Total

_

Rate
S/r

Cost

Time
hr

Rate
S$/hr

Cost
$

Per
Cycle

Per
Year

57

1368

36

57

2052

3420

40

Per
20 Years

Cost
20 Years
2,-,6,000

800

.*No material handling equipment costs are.included.

Table 10-8. Operating Costs of Door System
(50,000 Hours Over 20-Year Period)
Constant 1983 Dollars
Costs per period

Cost
categories
Pgo-r |IElectrical

Period
(years)
-

Materials/
spare
parts

)

Labor
Time
(hr)

Rate
($/hr)

Labor
and
material

Cost

(

.10 kWhr

Number
of
periods

_

Total
(20 years)
M)
5,000

Basic shield and

door
a
c

'a

Preventive
m anteae

500

40

S7

2,280

2,780

20

55,600

15,000

80

57

4,560

19,560

2

39,120

25,000

120

57

6,840

31,840

1

31,840

4160

57

237,120

237,120

*~Major
overhaul
o

~<Collplet
Labor

10

One
full ti
two shifts

20

4,742,400

4, 868, 960
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Table 10-9. Door System-Summary of
Costs

Table 10-11. Typical In-Hole Conveyor
Sections-Rough Preliminary Estimate of
Cost to Build

(20-Year Period, 50,000 Operating Hours)
Expediture
items
Initial
Labor Setup
(operation and teardown)
Operating
(fuel, maintenance,
etc.)

Costs Per
Operating Hour

Costs
H}tn
405,000

Id. n_..

8.10

7,478,400

149.57

126.560

2.53

8,009,960

160.20

Welded structure (160 lb)
(including maching)
Mechanical components
Right-angle gearbox
Idle rollers (36 units)
Shaft couplings (2 units)
Shaft (1 unit)
Sprockets (2 units)
Chain (1 unit)
Miscellaneous (keys, fasteners, etc.)
Assembly and debugging
Contingency

$ 900

1,050
900
200
800
60
250
40
400.
300
$4,900

*Weight of a section is -250 lb.

Table 10-10. Emplacement ConveyorSummary of Costs

Table 10-12. In-Hole Hardware-Rough
Preliminary Estimate of Cost to Build

(20-Year Period, 50,000 Operating Hours)
Expediture
Items
Initial
Labor (set up and
teardown)

Operating (fuel,
maintenance)

Costs Per
Operating Hour
($/h)
5.50

Costs

($)
275,000
912,000

830,000
2,017,000

,

18.24

16.60
40.34

Power conveyor sections (50 sections for.
600-ft hole at $4,900 per each section)
Main drive (speed reducer, electric motor
and controls)
Contingency

$245,000
8,000
22,000
$275,000*

Costs associated with NRC certification or approval are
not included in this amount because of the preliminary
character of the estimate.
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Table 10-13. In-Hole Hardware Assembly/Tear Down Costs*

Installation

Tear/Down

intalaio

Time
hr

Labor
Rate
$/hr

Cost
$

Time
hr

8

57

456

12

Labor
Rate
$/hr
57

Number of
cycles

.

Tear/Down.

Cost
$

Cost
Per
Cycle

Per
Year

684

40

40

Total

Per
20 Years

Cost
over
20 Years

800

912,000

*No waterial handling equipment costs are included.

Table 10.14. Operating Costs of In-Hole Emplacement Conveyor
(50,000 Hours During 20-Year Period)
Constant 1983 Dollars
Costs per period

Cost
categories
Power

u
c

Period
(years)

Electricity

Cost
($)

Labor
and
material
(5

Number
of
periods

-

-

-

-

5,000

200

57

11,400

26,400

20

528,000

Materials/
spare
parts
)

Time
(hr)

0.1 kWhr

-

Rate
($/hr)

Total
(20 years)
(
S)

Preventive

I5,000

Major
overhaul

S

70,000

300

57

17,100

87,100

2

174,200

10

100,000

400

57

22,800

122,800

1

122,800

-

-

maintenance

Complete
overhaul
Labor

Total
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Included in

alignment platform

-

-

830,000

10.4 Docking/Alignment
Platform
This estimate is related to the passive guidance
system. The costs involved are summarized in Tables
10-15 through 10-18.

Table 10-15. Docking/Alignment
Platform-Summary of Costs
(20-Year Period, 50,000 Operating Hours)
Expediture
Items

Initial
Labor (including
installation)
Operating (fuel,
maintenance)

Table 10-16. Docking/Alignment
Platform-Rough Preliminary
Estimate of Cost to Build
Supporting structure (14,000 lb)
Roller assemblies (22)
Machining of the slides, drilling, etc.
Assembly and debugging
Contingency and niscellaneous

Costs Per
Operating Hour

Costs
($)
160,000
5,654,400

$ 68,000
32,000
14,000
18,000
2&.000
$160,000

($/h)

.3.20
113.09

271,360

5.43

6,085,760

121.72

Table 10-17. Docking/Alignment Platform Assembly/Tear Down Costs
Installation
Labor
Time Rate Cost
hr
S/hr
$
8

57

456

Tear Down
Labor
Time Rate
hr
S/hr
12

57

Cost
Cost
per
$
Cycle
684

1140

Number
of
Cycles
Per
Per
Year 20 Years
40

800

Total
Cost
20 Years
912,000

*No material handling equipment costs are included.
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Table 10-18. Operating Costs of Docking/Alignment Platform
(50,000 Hours Over 20-Year Period)
Constant 1983 Dollars
Costs Per Period
Cost
Categories

Period

Materials
Spare
Parts

Years
Basic

Q

structure

a

Preventive

a

maintenance
Major
overhaul

Labor

t

Labor
Time
(rs)
M5)

Rate

Cost

Labor
and
Materials

)/Hr)(M)

(

CS)_

Number
of
Periods

Total.
(20 Years)

-S)

_

_

_

_

1

2,000

100

57

5,700

7,700

20

154,000

5

30,000

160

57

9,120

39,120

3

117,360

1 Operator
full time
2 shifts

-

4,160

57

237,120

237,120

20

4,742,400

_

_

Total

_

5,013,760

I

10.5 Retrieval Equipment
In the normal retrieval procedure the same or very
similar hardware used during the emplacement is
used. Thus, for costs associated with specific retrieval
equipment, please refer to subsections 10.1 (Waste
Transporter), 10.2 (Door Arrangement), and 10.3
(In-Hole Emplacement Conveyor).
It is unlikely that the adverse retrieval procedure
(subsection 8.2) will be ever put into effect. Therefore,
the retriever equipment capital and operating costs
are expressed as a percentage of corresponding
emplacement equipment cost (Table 10-19).

10.6 Cycle Time at the
Emplacement Hole
The cycle time begins at the moment the waste
transporter stops in the emplacement hole alcove after
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traveling along the N-S drift. The cycle ends after the
waste transporter, having emplaced the canister into
the hole, is prepared to travel through the N-S entry
towards the hot cell to pick up the next canister.
For the convenience of the discussion, the procedure is divided into several steps. Figure 5-25 shows
the mine plan at the alcove area, and Figure 6-8
illustrates transfer of the canister from the cask into
the hole.
Table 10-20 summarizes the results of the time
study.
The safety checks and quality assurance procedures will be performed as necessary. To simplify the
cycle time estimate, a 3.4-min time is allocated for all
safety-related procedures, in accordance with recommendations of the Sandia safety specialists.

Table 10-19. Adverse Retrieval Equipment Costs
Procedure
Emplacement
(%)

Adverse
retrieval
(%)

Capital

100

160

Operating

100

115

Capital

100

120

Operating

100

110

Capital

100

Operating

100

Equipment
costs
Transporter

Door
arrangement

In-hole.
conveyor
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Table 10-20. Cycle Time at the Emplacement Hole

Procedure
Transporter is turned 90 deg
in the above N-S drift
intersection

Average
travel
speed
(ft/mih)

20.0
(90 deg)

20.0
(0.25 rpm)

Time
(min)
1.0

Transporter is backed up and
is docked with the emplacer

9.6

2.0

4.8

The cask lid is advanced and
placed onto the hole door

1.5

3.0

0.5

The main. door and cask lid
are raised

5.0

2.0

2.5

The canister is transferred
into the emplacement hole

20.0
(max.)

5.0

4.0

Both main do6r. and cask lid
are lowered

15.0

2.0

2.5

The lid is transported back
to the cask

1.5

3.0

0.5

The transporter is undocked
and driven off the emplacer

9.6

2.0

4.8

Transporter is turned:90 deg
and ready to travel in N-S
drift

90 deg

(0.25 rpm)

1.0

Various safety procedures
Total
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Travel
length
(ft)

3.4

25.0

i:
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APPENDIX
Equipment Design Drawings
Throughout the duration of the program, various
design layouts have been performed to verify dimensional and/or design feasibility of different engineering concepts.
Some of the design layouts have been brought
together and placed in this appendix for future reference. If there is a need to view the drawings in full size,
please contact Kenneth D. Young, Sandia's Contract
Monitor.
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Figure Al. Waste Canister Dimensions
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